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New Site at PC
Classifieds, personals now found on
student-made web page
by Matthew F. Stauff
News Writer
Are you looking for the right
piece of furniture for your apart
ment? How about a ride home
sometime? Are you lonely on the
weekends? Well then, the PC Ex
change may possess what you
seek.
The PC Exchange is a non

shirts in Slavin Center to celebrate
PC’s Hockey East championship.
King assigns this project hop
ing “the students encounter the
various problems an organization
deals with and they then should ad
dress these problems.”
The PC Exchange is broken up
into five main sections. One of
them is a resume listing. Any stu
dent who would like to post their

by Christian Troy '98

profit web-site which was created
by the Organizational Theory class
taught by Assistant Professor of
Management Thomas R. King
Ph.D., and which debuted online
April 14.
Every year he assigns a project
which could be done either indi
vidually or as a class. The twelve
students then must go through with
the project to help them understand
the course’s concepts. Last year’s
class project was the selling of t-

resume on the Internet can do so
through the site.
There is also a listing of job in
formation. Here students can look
at what is available for an on-campus job.
The classified section has a list
of things people are willing to sell.
This is further broken down into
three sections: books, CDs, and
furniture. If you find something

continued on page 2

News Commentary...

Registration
by Jessica Cotrone ’99
Asst. News Editor
Each year, students (and par
ents) pay close to $23,000 to at
tend Providence College. Upon
payment, it is expected that the
schedule assigned to each student
is one which she/he has: a) cho
sen and b) will contribute to their
academic growth.
The way that Registration is
being carried out at Providence
College, students are not getting
their money’s worth. Being shut
out of necessary classes is not ac
ceptable in a school of this size
and caliber. Wasting time worry
ing about fulfilling requirements
because one can not get into
classes is wrong. Plain and
simple.
Sophomore Margaret Driscoll
was told last semester by the head
of the Health Policy and Manage
ment Department that she would
definitely get the classes she
needed for the following semes
ter. Since she is going abroad sec
ond semester of next year,
Driscoll needed to take, require
ments while still at PC. This past
week, Driscoll has been shut out
of EVERY class she needs to take.
This means her senior year she
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will be taking NINE classes in her
major.
Waiting in line is horrendous,
since people have discovered this
“go an hour early” policy. While
waiting in line, one can view the
classes that are already full, and
sweat trying to pick alternatives.
Once the person gets up to the
little woman sitting at the com
puter, she/he is told that even the
alternative class is not open.
My personal gripe occurred
last week as well. I entered the
line (at the correct time) and had
to wait an hour. Now I was miss
ing a class. Going up to the
woman, 1 handed her my slip,
complete with five alternative
classes. This woman proceeded
to tell me that 1 owed money, and
could not register. Fine. At die
Financial Aid Office, I was told
that my parents owed $100, but
that I should have been able to
register. Now, we pay $23,000 a
year to go to this school. A mere
hundred dollars does not make a
difference. I missed two classes
because of this, and did not get a
class that was open at the begin
ning of this ordeal.
There must be a better system

continued on page 2

President Vetoes
New Curriculum
by Susan E. James ’00
News Writer
On April 10, 1997, Rev. Philip
Smith O.P., President of the Col
lege, vetoed the approved Senate
Bill # 96/97/1/1, a bill which was
based on the Curriculum Review
Steering Committee’s Report on a
revised academic curriculum.
The bill would have included
the following new provisions: a
decrease in the Development of
Western Civilization program
from 20 to 16 credit hours, a for
eign language proficiency require
ment, 12 credit hours of required
liberal arts electives not pertaining
to a student’s major, the require
ment for freshmen and sopho
mores to lake 5 courses a semes
ter, 6 hours of social science (3 of
those hours would have to be on a
class focusing on some aspect of
American diversity), the broaden
ing of the math requirement to en
able a student to take any class
pertaining to quantitative analysis,
and the suggestion of a capstone
course for seniors. Not altered in
the revision of the core curriculum
are the requirements in philosophy,
theology, natural science, and fine
arts.
The Steering Committee’s re
port, from which most of the bill
originated, is the product of the

consideration was the review of
the Steering Committee’s Report
by the Committee on Studies, a
committee appointed by the Presi
dent which examines matters of
curriculum, such as the Steering
Revision Bill.
One of the reasons which may
explain the division in the Faculty

file photo

Rev. Philip A. Smith, O.P.
Senate might simply have been a
matter of time (or lack thereof) for
discussion and debate.
“I didn’t think that we had ex
hausted all of the issue,” said Dr.
Patrick Reid, president of the Fac
ulty Senate. “There were parts of
the bill which I thought required
further discussion.”

“My concern is that it
needed more work”
-Rev. Philip A. Smith, O.P.
Committee’s evaluation, review,
and revision of PC’s core curricu
lum which took about 2 years to
complete. At the same time, it was
charged with keeping within the
mission of PC, which the Commit
tee feels was accomplished.
“We were to analyze the cur
rent curriculum in light of the mis
sion of the college, “ said Dr. Hugh
Lena, co-chairperson of the Steer
ing Committee, “and that's what
we did.”
The report was given to the
Faculty Senate in August of ’96
where it was discussed and de
bated for the entire fall semester
as well as the first month of the
spring semester. It was voted in
favor 14-13 by the Faculty Senate
meeting of February 5, 1997 and
the approved bill was passed to Fr.
Smith, who vetoed it.
It was vetoed for two main rea
sons: first, because of the ex
tremely narrow vote in favor of the
bill; and secondly, because of “in
tellectual reservations” within the
bill. In addition, the Faculty Sen
ate had asked Fr. Smith not to use
a line-item veto (vetoing certain
elements in a proposal but keep
ing others), so even provisions
which he may have agreed upon
had to be vetoed. Also taken into

who would have certain concerns
...could raise those concerns.
There was plenty of lime for
people who had serious reserva
tions of the Bill to raise a motion
or an amendment to alter the
[Steering Committee] Bill.”
The most notable concern
among the Faculty Senate, Fr.

Dr. Lena, however, believes
that although some of the bill’s as
pects were not discussed prior to
the bill’s arrival on the Senate
Floor, “The bill that was before the
Senate was the
product of 10
people who en
gaged in a whole
variety of con
versations, open
forums, research
taking,
and
analysis...So I
believe there
was a lot of de
bate about some
of the provisions
in the bill prior
to the Senate re
ceiving it.”
Moreover,
there was a great
deal of time for
Senate members
to address and
possibly amend
concerns, Lena
felt. “During the
course of the
...discussion in
the Senate, the
way the process
was structured
was that people

Smith and the Committee on Stud
ies was the reduction of DWC
from 20 to 16 credit hours. While
the reduction would limit the
course’s time, the Steering Com
mittee did not aim to lessen the
importance of it from the core cur
riculum.. Rather, they attempted
to revise it so that students would
be able to get more out of the
course than they are now.
“It’s not devaluing ‘Civ,’” said
Sr. Ann Stankiewicz, O.P., cochairperson of the Steering Com
mittee, “[it would be] leaching Civ
in a more interactive way-less lec
ture, and real seminars ...challeng
ing faculty to be more creative.”
Fr. Smith maintained several
reasons for his rejection of the re
duction of DWC. First, and per
haps most importantly, he felt that
it would take away from philoso-

continued on page 4
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News Brriefs
Honorary Degrees for 1997 Announced
Sanford Cloud, Jr.
Sanford Cloud, Jr, is president and
CEO of The National Conference
(TNC), a human relations organization
dedicated to fighting bias, bigotry, and
racism in America. A lawyer active in
encouraging investments and philan
thropic initiatives that aid people of
color and the economically disadvan
taged, he is the first African American
to lead TNC since it was established
in 1927 as the National Conference of
Christians and Jews.
Cloud’s efforts for TNC brought to
gether leading thinkers with opposing
perspectives to participate in a nation
ally telecast discussion, “The National
Conversation on Race, Ethnicity, and
Culture,” in 1995. This media event
launched a national program of
community-based conversations to
further understanding on these and re
lated issues such as immigration and
the relationship between downsizing
and scapegoating. On the international
scene, Cloud served as a member of
President Carter’s delegation to over
see the first Palestinian elections in
Jerusalem.
Born and raised in Hartford, Cloud
served two terms in the Connecticut
Senate. He is credited for the primary
sponsorship of legislation creating the
state's first Department of Housing.
During his career, he has served as a
partner in the Hartford law firm of
Robinson and Cole, and vice president
of corporate public involvement and
executive director of the Aetna Foun
dation at Aetna Life and Casualty,
where he directed the company’s so
cially responsible investments.
Cloud currently serves as chairman of
the board of the Children’s Fund of
Connecticut and on the boards of the
Hartford Seminary, the Juvenile Dia
betes Foundation International, Advest
Group, Inc., and Yankee Energy Sys

tems, Inc. He is also an advisor to the
Kellogg Foundation National Fellow
ship Program.
Cloud is a graduate of both the Col
lege of Liberal Arts and the Law
School of Howard University. He later
earned a master’s degree in religious
studies from Hartford Seminary. He
was awarded an honorary doctor of
humane letters from the University of
Connecticut for his lifetime of
achievement for the betterment of hu
mankind. He and his wife, Diane, are
parents of three children, twins Adam
and Christopher, and Robin.
Mary Garcia Cullen
Mary Garcia Cullen of Houston,
Texas, once considered among the top
women runners in the world, is a
prominent member of city, state, and
national organizations benefiting ama
teur athletics, education, and culture.
Married to Roy Cullen and the mother
of former Providence College student
Meredith Cullen, she is a world-class
long-distance runner. In 1979, she was
named one of the top six women run
ners in the world by Runners World
magazine. In 1976 Cullen was named
Athlete of the Year by the Gulf Ama
teur Athletic Union. Four years later
she won the Masters Division of the
Houston Marathon and finished the
World Masters Marathon Champion
ships in fourth place.
Cullen served as hospitality chair for
The Athletic Congress of the United
States and the International Amateur
Athletic Federation for the Los Ange
les Olympic Games in 1984. She was
named to the U.S. Olympic Commit
tee in 1986, serving as a member of
the board of directors, and on the overview commission with George
Steinbrenner. She was also a member
of a task force created to select a board
of directors for the Houston Sports

Registration Blues
continued from page 1
than the one which Providence
College has in place. The phone
registration system is one of great
importance because all people are
required to register at their as
signed time. Also, this so-called
“lottery” system they have for reg
istration times should be modified.
I, for one, have never hit the “jack
pot” in this lottery, hence a first day
registration time. There must be a
fair method that works better than
the one in place now. The regis
tration should occur at night, when
it would not conflict with classes,

Many people either miss class or
their registration time because of
conflicts.
This is a very good college,
where students can receive a gre.pt
education. How are people sup
posed to learn what they are sup
posed to, however, if they can not
take the classes they need? This
should be one of the top questions
on everybody’s mind now, along
with the curriculum review and
food services. If every other thing
at Providence College is being
changed for the better, why not
Registration?

••••••••••••••••a
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: Want to stay on campus •
•
for an extra week?
•

: Stay in your room until May 18 :
:
Free food in Raymond!
:
Work Commencement
: Ceremony on May 18 from
:
:
7am-11am
:
j
Sign up and more
:
:
information in the
•

Richard M. Daley
Mayor Richard M. Daley has served
as chief executive of the City of Chi
cago for the past seven years, earning
a reputation for innovative, commu
nity-based solutions to address such
modem urban challenges as crime,
public education and economic devel
opment. In June 1996, in recognition
of his leadership on behalf of Ameri
can cities, he was elected president of
the U.S. Conference of Mayors.
A former state senator and county
prosecutor, Daley was elected Mayor
of Chicago on April 4, 1989, to com
plete the unexpired term of the late
Harold Washington. He has been re
elected twice, in 1991 and 1995, by
overwhelming margins.
Having obtained unprecedented con
trol over the public school system from
the Illinois General Assembly in 1995,
Daley put in place a new management
team, resulting in the closing of a $ 1.8
billion deficit through the imposition
of fiscal discipline. A $600 million
capital improvement program to refur

bish aging and overcrowded schools
has been launched, and new emphasis
has been placed on performance in the
classroom.
Daley’s battle against violence is tak
ing place on two major fronts. In the
schools, police patrols, metal detec
tors, and strategy meetings between
police commanders and school prin
cipals are creating a better environ
ment for learning. On the streets,
Chicago’s community policing pro
gram has become a national model,
with officers on regular beats and
greater problem-solving interaction
between city agencies and residents.
Daley has focused on quality-of-life
issues, emphasizing the removal of
graffiti and abandoned cars, the cre
ation of more green space, the imple
mentation of a city-wide recycling
plan, an increase in the number of beds
available for the homeless, and the de
velopment of affordable housing. A
record $1.5 billion has been dedicated
to improvement of the city infrastruc
ture.
Many of Daley s accomplishments
have been made possible by a pro
found series of management changes,
including the turning over of some 40
city functions to private contractors.
Taxpayers have been saved over $50
million in operating expenses and citylevied property tax increases have
been held to 7.5 percent over seven
years, far below the rate of inflation.
In 1995, Chicago s bond rating was
raised by Standard and Poor s from Ato A, a distinction shared by no other
major American city in this decade.
Daley, who earned a B.A. and law de
gree from DePaul University, is the
fourth of seven children and eldest son
of the late Chicago Mayor Richard J.
Daley and his wife, Eleanor. Daley
and his wife, Maggie, are the parents
of four children.
Two of Daley’s nephews are graduates
of PC-William Daley, Jr. ‘94 and Pe
ter Thompson ‘90.

Robert F. Tasca
You Will Be Satisfied is not only the
name of Robert F. Tasca s recent book
(Harper-Collins), but his professional
and personal creed as chairman and
CEO of Tasca Lincoln-Mercury, Tasca
Ford, and Tasca Enterprises. His fam
ily-run Tasca Lincoln-Mercury has the
distinction of being the First dealership
in Ford Motor Company s history to
be both the largest in volume and num
ber one in customer-rated satisfaction,
and is currently among the largest vol
ume Lincoln-Mercury dealers in the
nation.
In addition to his automotive sales ac

J2>ost And ^ound
A ladies’ gold and gemstone
bracelet has been found
on campus.
To claim it, report to the Student
Services office in Slavin.
PANEL DISCUSSION FOR UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS CONSIDERING LAW SCHOOL:

“GAINING ADMISSION TO LAW SCHOOL”

SENIOR STUDENTS WILL DISCUSS THEIR
UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCES AND HOW THEY
APPROACHED THE LAW SCHOOL APPLICATION
PROCESS.

MONDAY, APRIL 28th
at 4:30 p.m. in MOORE HALL I

Congress Office
•

Foundation. She has organized and
developed fun runs for various orga
nizations including the Houston Sym
phony, the Museum of Fine Arts, and
other organizations.
A member of one of the most philan
thropic families in Texas, Cullen has
served on the Women s Advisory
Council to coordinate women s pro
grams for The Houstonian, formed and
chaired the Bayou Cullen Place Com
mittee to provide funds for psychiat
ric care at the Depelchin Children s
Center, was a member of a citizens
group working to bring the NFL Su
per Bowl to Houston, was an honor
ary chair for the Houston International
festival s fun run Salute to Mexico,
and was a member of the Spanish So
ciety working on the establishment of
a doctoral program in Spanish at the
University of Houston.
Her cultural activities include serving
as a member of the advisory board of
the Houston Ballet, on the board of
directors of the Houston Grand Opera,
as a pioneer organizer of the Museum
of Fine Arts Arts Run, and as a con
sultant for the museum. She organized
a tribute honoring Dame Margot
Fonteyne s 50 Years of Service to the
Ballet.
Cullen has attended Rice University
and the University of Houston. She
and her husband have hosted recep
tions in their home for PC alumni, par
ents, and friends from Texas. They also
serve on the Distinguished Advisory
Committee of the Providence 2000
campaign.

•
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complishments, Tasca holds an under
graduate degree in engineering from
the University of Rhode Island and an
honorary doctor of engineering degree
from Roger Williams University. He
is a member of the Providence Col
lege President s Council and the Board
of Trustees of the New England School
of Optometry. In addition to being a
member of the Strategic Planning
Committee of the Diocese of Provi
dence. as well as its Parish Cabinet,
he sits on the finance and school com
mittees of St. Rocco s Parish in
Johnston, R.I.
Tasca s automotive career began in
1943 as a 40-cent per hour mechanic
at the Harry Sandager Inc. Ford
dealership. By 1951, he had become
general manager of the company. He
became a Ford dealer in Bristol, R.I.
in 1953, a business which was de
stroyed by Hurricane Carol in 1954
and reborn in 1956 as Tasca Ford in
East Providence, R.I. During the next
decade, the dealership became the sec
ond-largest in the country through
ever-increasing volume and customer
value.
In 1971, Ford Motor Company asked
Tasca to take over a company-devel
oped Lincoln-Mercury store in
Seekonk, Mass. The Tasca reputation
helped to multiply Lincoln-Mercury s
then-weak market share into another
success story and led to the Tasca fam
ily becoming a recognized force in
auto marketing strategy and image.
Shortened trade cycles, unique option
packages, and late-night service
helped Tasca to become the largestvolume Lincoln-Mercuy dealership in
the nation in both 1986 and 1987. To
day, it is among the highest ranked
dealerships for customer satisfaction
and standards among highest-volume
dealerships in the Ford world.
In October 1994, the Tasca family ac
quired the original Tasca dealership in
East Providence and establishedja third
generation of participation in the au
tomobile business. Tasca is now a
consultant for marketing, product de
sign, and quality for the Ford Motor
Company worldwide, and travels fre
quently on its behalf.
The father of four and grandfather of
ten, he supports several local children
s activities, including Little League
baseball, soccer, and basketball teams,

continued on page 4

PC Exchange
continued from page 1
you are interested in you can con
tact the person through their e-mail
to let them know you are inter
ested.
The Info Room contains mostly
general information which would
interest the average student. Most
important, for those of you who
have trouble finding a ride home
for a vacation, the PC Exchange
will contain a list of those willing
to give rides.
The final section is a “Meeting
Place” where you can find people
similar to you. One can submit
your name, a brief description, and
your interests for others to browse.
Jeff Sheehan ’98 describes the
project as developing the best pos
sible project in the most efficient
manner.
“We are supposed to show in
the best way possible what we
learned in class,” summarizes
Sheehan. “It is a final project to
best show what we have learned.
We had many ideas and eventually
developed the PC Exchange.”
The PC Exchange is located on
the month-old student server and
can be found at http://

studentweb.providence.edu/
~sjoe98 .
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Latino Expo ’97
Exploration of Latino
Culture Held in ’64 Hall
by Adair Rommel ’98
News Writer

On Saturday, April 18, 1997
Amigos Unidos, Providence
College’s Latin American Student
Organization sponsored the
“Latino Expo ‘97” in ‘64 Hall
Slavin.
The event focused on the use
of the word “‘Latino’ instead of
‘Hispanic’,” said Soamoya
Rankins, a member of Amigos
Unidos.
“When we use Hispanic most
people think of just Spain, but
Latino includes many more cul
tures, so we felt it was better to use
that name,” explained Rankins.
The event began with an intro
duction by the Master of Ceremo
nies, Umberto Brisuela ‘98, and an
invocation by Rev. Iriarte Andujar
O.P., from the Office of Admis
sions.
Lectures, poetry, reading dance
performances, and a Latin Ameri
can cuisine buffet were also in
cluded at the Expo. The keynote
speaker was Rick Manuels Quiles
from Brown University.
In addition, Amigos Unidos had
set up an exhibit outside of ‘64
Hall that contained maps and in
formation about Latino countries.
Amigos Unidos also made in
effort to include the local Provi
dence community. As a result, The
Hispanic club from Central High
School in Providence was present.

They attended to perform a dance
from Spanish, Peruvian, and
Andino cultures, said Maria Brito,
a teacher at Central High School.
“This event helps support the
philosophy of our club, which is
to help the students stay together
and explore their culture,” stated
Brito.
According to Rele Abiad, a
member of Amigos Unidos, the
experience offered a “chance for
everyone to learn a little more
about Latin American culture.”
Amigos Unidos also sponsors
other activities, including Spanish
Mass, Hispanic Art exhibits, the
Winter Ball, Hispanic Heritage
Month, and various lectures.
The main goal of Amigos
Unidos is to “promote knowledge
of aspects of the Hispanic culture
and civilization which cannot be
introduced during classes...to show
special films, invite lecturers and
performers, and offer sorts of spe
cial media to promote a direct con
tact with the traditions and diver
sities of the Hispanic world... and
to complete a community service
projects that will benefit the His
panic community of the Greater
Providence area.”
The Executive Board of the
Amigos Unidos includes: Gloria
C. Anglon ’99 (President),
Umberto Brisuela ’98 (Vice Presi
dent), Marena Montijo ’99 (Trea
surer), Charity Betancourt ’99
(Secretary), and Joaquin Fonte ’98
(Student Advisor).

Slavin’s Future: Rumors Abound
by Erin R. King ’98
News Editor

Have you heard? In the past
few days, those words have been
repeated numerous limes in con
versations all over campus, as vari
ous rumors have been spreading
about the future of our Student
Union, better known as Slavin
Center.
Regardless of what you may
have heard, the only change in the
structure itself, besides the reno
vation of Alumni Cafeteria set to
begin after May 9, which is defi
nite as of press time is the addi
tion of an elevator in Slavin itself.
Currently, the nearest elevator is
in Alumni Hall. That is not to say,
however, that when school re
sumes in September, finding your
way around a revitalized Slavin
will be easy.
The rumor which is really get
ting students aggravated is the one
concerning the accessibility of the
new Alumni Cafeteria to meal plan
students. Right now, Alumni al
lows students $4.75 which is de
ducted as one meal from their card
if they have a meal plan. In the
future, it may well be that Alumni
will no longer offer the option of
paying for meals with cash or a
cardit will be cash only. This has
angered many meal plan students
who regularly use their cards in
Alumni.
What most of these students
don’t realize, however, is that be
fore January 1995, using a meal
card in Alumni Cafeteria was not
an option. The “equivalency pro
gram,” as it is called, was intro
duced to alleviate problems that
had been developing in Raymond
Cafeteria in the hall’s ability to

orv...
Dr. Hugh Lena

FocuA'
by Carrie Spiros ’00
News Writer

His shelves are filled with
books, from And The Band
Played Qn and The Sixties to
Sexuality. A lava lamp adorns the
desk, and magnetic poetry the file
cabinet The office of Hugh Lena,
Professor of Sociology very much
fits his personality.
Lena has been teaching at
Providence College for twentythree years-he remembers the ac
tual day as September 1st, 1974.
He came to us from the Univer
sity of Notre Dame with an un
dergraduate degree in Biology,
Chemistry, and Sociology. Later,
he obtained his Ph.D. in Organi
zational Theory and Medical So
ciology from the University of
Connecticut,
Although there is no doubt he
is highly educated, Lena is much
more than just his several degrees
to the PC community. He is an
active member of the sociology
department but has branched out
to take a more interdisciplinary
approach in becoming involved
with the Feinstein Institute for
Public Service. For a while, now
he has been looking for “a pro
gram which allows interdiscipli
nary experience.” Feinstein
seems to be the answer.
This semester he is team
teaching a course with Rick
Battistoni called “AIDS Commu
nity and the Politics of Risk”. It
was with this class that he took
an alternative spring break, in
New Jersey. He and thirteen oth
ers volunteered in hospices,
worked on panels for the Names
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Project, learned about harm reduc
tion and served Meals On Wheels
to name just a few.
Truly a professor of his students,
Sarah Lightbown ’99 had nothing
but praise for Lena, saying he is “
a friend more than a teacher...This
is the most worthwhile class I have
taken here at PC.”

by Sarah Lightbown '99

Dr. Lena on spring break trip
this year in Washington D.C.
This is where he says his obses
sion lies. It used to be that he
taught about HIV and AIDS from
books. There was “no human face
until I started doing service, which
is very rewarding.”
The service he is referring is his
Friday morning visits to Sunrise
House, a house for people living
with HIV, where he takes people
shopping or just sits and talks with
them. It is obvious that it has had
an impact on his life, as he refers
to the residents as “friends and
family”.
His passion for service and
knowledge transfers easily to the
classroom. Many of his classes are

round table discussions where
students freely express ideas and
opinions on the topic of the day.
It has made him a favorite for
Intro to Sociology and a natural
choice to work on course with
Feinstein.
Teaching for him has a certain
meaning, with his main goal be
ing “ to have my students look at
the world in a somewhat differ
ent way as a result of the content
of one of my courses...to allow
them to connect personally” with
a subject.
As if his plate is not full
enough, there is still a few other
sides to Professor Lena. He is on
the faculty senate where he has
or is served on committees such
as academic rank and tenure, aca
demic computing committee or
on the curriculum review steer
ing board for Fr. Smith.
A new interest that his stu
dents have gotten him involved
with is advisorship to the newly
formed Outdoors Club. His love
-of hiking must have made him a
prime candidate.
As for the future for Lena? In
two years he may be taking a sab
batical. Doing what, he is not ab
solutely sure of as yet but is look
ing at a few different options.
Right now, however, he is work
ing to prepare another Feinstein
course, this one called PSP 202,
“Foundations of Organizational
Service.” They will be meeting
soon to have dinner and discuss
what they want to do next year.
He also hinted that a bit of sum
mer reading may be in their fu
ture, as well.

adequately serve the student body.
The “Creating Flexibility For
Our Students” pamphlet published
by PC Food Services for April
1997 explains that “equivalency
was initially established so stu
dents could get the kind of variety
that was previously lacking in the
Raymond Hall Dining Room pro
gram.”
After three semesters of both

Raymond Hall Dining Room, the
problem that equivalency was cre
ated to solve has been satisfied.”
The other rumor making its
way around campus is that the stu
dent mailboxes will be removed
from Slavin and placed in
Colonel’s Corner—in the base
ment of Raymond Hall.
Rev. J. Stuart McPhail, O.P.,
Vice President for Student Ser

jile photo

Alumni Cafeteria...back in the day
Alumni and Raymond in their
former states open for meal plan
use, Raymond made its debut in
September 1996 with a new look.
This year has been a new experi
ence for everyone, and now that
Raymond seems to be set, there is
no longer a need for two cafete
rias serving the meal plan commu
nity.
The Food Services pamphlet
outlines the new plan. “With va
riety, quality, selection, and ease
of access now available in the

vices acknowledges that it would
be very premature to make any
announcements of that sort right
now, since the plans for moving the
mailboxes (no new location is defi
nite as yet) is in its infancy.
Even if the Alumni renovation
will be the only change, Slavin’s
atmosphere will definitely be al
tered next fall. Students are en
couraged to stay aware of the situation-these decisions will affect
each of us-and offer input when
ever possible.

Dashed
Hopes
by Colleen E. Pappas ’99
Asst. News Editor

This past Sunday, April 20th,
the annual Dance For Hope was
sponsored by the Office of Resi
dence Life.
The purpose of the event was
to raise money for Camp Heart
land, a summer camp for children
with AIDS.
Unfortunately, the turnout of
PC students was practically non
existent. Despite the work of Resi
dence Life staff members who
posted signs all week, less than 10
students in all showed up through
out the event, which lasted from
7:30 to 11:30 pm.
Chris Stanley, Meagher Hall
Director, who helped organize the
event, was disappointed with low
student turnout, but emphasized it
was not only the students who lost
out, but the children of Camp
Heartland.
“We managed to put together
an event here that benefits both the
students and the outside commu
nity and none of the students
showed up,” stated Stanley.
Stanley, a 1995 graduate of PC,
attended graduate school at
LaSalle University in Pennsylva
nia. While at LaSalle, he helped to
organize a successful Dance For
Hope.
Stanley explained that with cor
porate sponsors and a huge student
turnout, that event raised a sub
stantial amount of money for the
Betak Hospital, a residence for
people living with AIDS. Based
on the success at LaSalle, Stanley
had anticipated the same response
from the PC student body.

At PC, however, the Dance For
Hope has struggled in recent years.
Last year, although the student
turnout was considerably higher,
the jar filled with the participants’
donations was stolen during the
night. It was a collection raised by
Fr. Barranger at the 11:30 Mass
that night which eventually
reached the children of Camp
Heartland.
The question remains, there
fore, why the student turnout re
mained so low on Sunday. The
donation fee to participate was a
mere $5 and there was free food
and drinks provided for the dura
tion of the evening. Many who
helped to organize the event real
ize that Sunday is often a day re
served for studying, but were still
mystified at the lack of students.
“Even if people had come and
stopped by for a little while for a
study break or something it would
have helped tremendously,” stated
Stanley.
“We put alot of work into this,”
added Stanley, “and we are disap
pointed with the students but still
thankful to the few that came.
Despite this year’s results,
Residence Life is determined to
make the Dance For Hope a posi
tive PC tradition. Another Dance
For Hope will be held next year,
and Stanley hopes to have local
corporate sponsors, extend the
hours, and perhaps even hold the
event outdoors.
Residence Life plans to sell
tickets for the raffle prizes that
were not given away on Sunday;
some of the prizes include gift cer
tificates to East Side Mario’s,
Newport Creamery, and Record
Town.
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New Club Officers Announced For 1997-98 Year
by Kristina Newman ’99
News Writer
The major organizations on
campus have recently held elec
tions to determine the leadership
of their executive boards for the
1997-1998 school year.
The Friars Club will be led by
President Brian Corrigan, Vice
President Michael Cuddy, Trea
surer Camille Ciccarelli, Secretary
Stephanie Firman, and Sergeantat-Arms Derek Moitoso.
For the upcoming year, the Fri
ars Club will “continue with its

usual responsibilities— giving
campus tours, hosting college
events, and working at hockey
games,” stated Cuddy ’98.
The Board of Programmers will
be headed by President Brian
Matthews, Vice President Sue
Termine, Secretary Jill Wasowski,
and Treasurer Dave Canal. When
asked about plans for next year,
Matthews said: “Next year our
campus will be alive and kicking.
Everyone will realize how special
Providence College is. Stay
tuned!”

The Student Congress’ new
president is Maura Sichol. Chris
tine Harding is the Vice President,
Joe Fournier is the Treasurer, and
Meg Boyle is the secretary. Sichol
’98 has many goals for the ’97-’98
year.
First, she wants “to increase the
interaction between the students,
the Congress, and the administra
tion. I want students to feel com
fortable approaching Congress
with their concerns.”
Sichol
went on to say that she is “really
excited to work with such a great

continued from page 1
phy and theology, which are both
core essentials to the College’s
mission.
“My own feeling was that it
would have the effect of reducing
the philosophy [requirement] by
one credit and the theology [re
quirement] by one credit,” he ex
plains. “Given the light of the cen
trality of philosophy and theology
to our Mission, I felt I should not
accept [the proposed reduction].”
Secondly, the DWC program
has gained much national recog
nition and several alumni as well
as the Alumni Board have asked
for DWC to remain as it is. Lastly,
Fr. Smith recognizes that the DWC
program does indeed have prob
lems it needs to work out, but the
fact that it has problems docs not
make it unique to any other pro
gram, and is thusly not a strong
enough argument for the revision
suggested by the Bill. In short, he
feels that he “would have to have
belter reasons for removing (the
program as is] then I have for keep
ing a successful program in place.”
The requirement for students to
take a course on American diver
sity as part of Social Science was
also not agreed on by some mem
bers of the Senate Faculty, Fr.
Smith, and the Committee of Stud
ies.
Fr. Smith was not against tak
ing diversity classes, but he is
against requiring it of students,
favoring the language of the Com
mittee of Studies’ recommenda
tion which suggests “exposure to
intellectual and cultural diversity.”
Moreover, he felt that this college
is unique in the sense that it is a
family community, and feels that
we should acknowledge that all
people are created equally by God.
He would rather the locus be on
the importance on community,
rather than separate cultures that
live isolated from other cultures.
It should not be a celebration of
diversity, but rather a celebration
of community.
Dr. Lena felt that the require
ment would be beneficial as all stu
dents would become more edu
cated on the extremely diverse
world we are living in today. “Our
goal was to try to think about how
we could bring into the core cur
riculum, in a conscious way, a need
to understand all of the diversities
that exist today in American soci
ety.” He maintains, “the way we
thought to do that would be to ask
that at least one of the two Social
Science courses be specifically
about American diversity.”
Paralleling to the diversity re
quirement is the foreign language
proficiency. Students would either
pass out of it by taking a profi
ciency exam or be required to take
a certain amount of foreign lan

the Vice-President is Allison Riley.
Miller stated that the board
“will continue to run PC’s intra
mural sports programs and orga
nize events for charity, which usu
ally take place off-campus.”
The Residence Hall Associa
tion has elected three students to
offices for next year. The RHA
President is Jennifer Scamuzzi ’98,
Treasurer is Colleen Flynn ’99, and
Secretary is DinaBracigliano ’99.
The Board of Multicultural Stu
dent Affairs(BMSA) will be led by
President Joaquin Fonte ’98.

Closing the Gap

New Curriculum Nixed
guage courses. Dr. Reid stated that
foreign language should not be re
quired, but strongly suggested to
students. He feels the College
should “emphasize the modern
languages an strengthen that area.
And if not demand, at least
strongly encourage that students
demonstrate a proficiency in mod
ern language, either though testing
or classes taken at PC.”
Fr. Smith’s reaction to this sec
tion was that it needed “more care
ful consideration.” He elaborated
that “My concern is that it needed
more work...Because there are dif
ferent standards for fulfilling the
objectives...and my feeling is that
if there arc different standards then
the objectives cannot be com
pleted.”
The requirements that all fresh
men and sophomores lake 5
courses is one of the last major ar
guments with the Steering Com
mittee. Fr. Smith agreed with the
Commission Studies suggestion
which maintained that this would
probably be too much of a work
load for some students. It suggests
that the option be open, free of
charge, but not mandatory.
“The Committee on Studies
suggests that those who want to
take-[a fifth course] do so without
charge,” Fr. Smith said. “But to
mandate it may put a burden on
some that they might not be able
to handle.”
The Steering Committee Bill
was vetoed, but that did not mean
that every aspect of it was consid
ered wrong by Fr. Smith. On the
contrary, he wrote in his Address
to the Faculty Senate on April 16
that he vetoed the bill “with regret
because it is a thoughtful docu
ment and contains many positive
elements.”
In addition, he stated that
"these are things that were really
the basis for a great deal of agree
ment in things that could have been
added in for a lot of prudent dis
cussion.” However, in the end, the
Senate had asked him not to use a
line-item veto, so he not reject
some sections of the bill and keep
others "The fact is when I was
asked...I had to take it all up or
down.”
It s just a question of a slight
adjustment in the allocation of
hours,” said Dr. Reid, “It’s not like
there’s a whole new set of classes
that’s being proposed.” Dr. Reid
hopes that next fall, when the cur
riculum proposal is again taken up,
it will be accomplished in a much
quicker fashion.
Others, however, remain not as
optimistic. "I don’t know what the
future holds for any changes in the
curriculum,” Lena said.
‘“Cer
tainly Father Smith’s | letter reject
ing the bil11 suggests to me that the
proposal which the Senate passed
is probably not going to be the way
to go.”

group next year. We have tons of
new ideas, and want to make the
Congress as effective as possible.”
Shortly, the Student Congress
will be interviewing for appointed
positions on different committees.
According to Sichol, “anyone can
join a committee. It is a great way
to get involved, especially if a stu
dent did not want to run for an
elected office.”
The Intramural Athletic
Board’s leadership consists of a
president and vice-president. Next
year’s President is Sally Miller and

by Gregory W. McGonigle ’00
News Writer
On Thursday, April 17 from 7
to 9 PM, eleven students met in
Moore III to discuss the possibil
ity of working towards a Black
Women’s Studies Program at
Providence College.
With the current existence of
programs in both Black Studies
and Women's Studies, the most
obvious question was why the col
lege might need such a program.
The fact is that Black Studies tends
to focus more on men and
Women’s Studies on whites, so
black women tend to be lost in the
gap. Colleges in the West and the
consortium in Amherst, Massachu
setts have recognized this issue and
are working to address it. The con
sensus Thursday night was that PC
should follow suit.
The second question that the

meeting addressed was whether
PC would benefit from such cur
ricular expansion. Discrediting the
notion that such programs foster
segregation, all seemed to agree
that awareness and knowledge
lead to understanding, which is the
goal of ethnic and gender studies.
A number of students present
sounded their convictions that PC
could do nothing but benefit from
increased understanding.
One of the students linked the
issue of Black Women’s Studies to
the school mission statement. The
college cannot graduate intellectu
ally-developed, productive and
responsible students and citizens,
she said, without teaching them the
experiences of other human be
ings.
This discussion naturally led to
criticizing the current core curricu
lum for its inadequacy in provid
ing students a realistic presentation

of diversity in human civilization
or enough encouragement to elect
to access that knowledge. Students
cited the fear and lassitude which
prevents some college officials
from making badly needed
changes.
With this in mind, the latter part
of the meeting included a discus
sion of the practicality of imple
menting such a program. While the
idea of a program was not alto
gether shelved, the students real
ized that they would probably have
more success reforming the exist
ing programs by petitioning for
more faculty and course offerings.
Before adjourning, the students
present expressed a desire to meet
again to discuss further strategies
and some of the students reported
on their work on a video incorpo
rating student interviews to be used
when presenting the eventual pro
posals to the faculty.

Honorary Degree Recipients
continued from page 2
Very Rev. Urban Voll, O.P.
The Very Rev. Urban Voll, O.P. served
the Providence College community as
prior and professor of religious stud
ies before being elected provincial of
the Dominican Order of Preachers
Province of St. Joseph in June 1993.
Father Voll, a native of Syracuse, N.Y.,
serves as the religious superior of the
Dominican Friars and Brothers as
signed to the eastern province, and also
serves as chairman of the Providence
College Corporation.
A 1946 graduate of Providence Col
lege, Father Voll was ordained a Do
minican priest in 1949 in Washington,
D.C. He earned a master of arts de
gree in English from the Catholic Uni
versity of America in 1951 and a doc
tor of sacred theology degree in moral
theology from the Pontifical Faculty
of the Immaculate Conception in
Washington in 1961.
In 1967, the master general of the
Dominican Order conferred on Father
Voll the post-doctoral degree of mas
ter of sacred theology, the highest de
gree awarded by the order. The degree,
for which a candidate is invited to
stand, is based on the candidate s writ
ings, on a teaching career of at least
13 years, and on an examination of
100 theses in philosophy and theology.
Father Voll has taught moral theology,
philosophy, and English at numerous
institutions of higher education includ
ing Providence College, Emmanuel
College in Boston, Trinity College in
Washington, D.C., and St. Mary of the
Springs (now Ohio Dominican) in
Columbus. He chaired St. Mary s the
ology department and served as pro
vincial representative to the commu
nity from 1968-1970. He instructed in
dogma at Xaverian College in Silver
Spring, Md. from 1960-1961.

For the next four years, Father Voll was
an assistant professor of religious edu
cation at the Catholic University of
America s Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences, which was followed by
teaching positions on the Pontifical
Faculty of the Immaculate Conception,
as professor and chair of the theology
department at Barry College in Miami,
and a professorship from 1971-1974
at St. Vincent s Major Seminary in
Boynton Beach, Fla., where he served
as president and rector from 19731980.
A much-published author and an edi
tor of books and articles for various
publishers, Father Voll is a former edi
tor for moral theology for the Catho
lic Theological Encyclopedia, and is
a former editor of The Thomist, a jour
nal of theological and philosophical
discussion from 1954-1956 and 19601962. Father Voll has been a member
of the Providence College Corporation
since 1972, and served on the Provin
cial Council from 1972-1976.

Louise C. Wilmot
Rear Admiral Louise C. Wilmot was
the highest ranking and most decorated
woman in the U.S. Navy when she re
tired in 1994 to become the first
woman executive for Catholic Relief
Services (CRS), one of the largest re
lief and development agencies in the
world. CRS operates in 80 countries
throughout the developing world
funded by an annual budget of over
$300 million and a staff of 200 in Bal
timore and 1,700 overseas.
As deputy executive director of CRS,
her charge is to educate people in the
United Stats regarding moral respon
sibilities to alleviate human suffering
and promote social justice. She directs
education, advertising, communica
tions, and relationships with members
of the Catholic Church for the agency
that provides both emergency and

long-term relief. In her post with CRS
she has traveled across the globe to
meet with Mother Teresa in Calcutta,
visit refugee camps in Croatia, inau
gurate training programs for fromen
in Hanoi, deliver medicine and soap
to hospitals in Havana, and feed chil
dren of the Port-au-Prince slums,
among other ventures.
She serves as an executive liaison to
Interfaith Hunger Appeal, InterAction,
National Council of Catholic Women,
International Services Agencies, and
other related agencies.
Admiral Wilmot served in the Navy
for 30 years, most recently as com
mander of the U.S. Naval Base in
Philadelphia. She was the first woman
to command a naval base.
She also served as vice chief of naval
education and training in Pensacola,
Fla. commander of the Naval Train
ing Center in Orlando, Fla.; executive
assistant and naval aide to the assis
tant secretary of the Navy for Man
power and Reserve Affairs in Wash
ington, D.C.; and commander of Navy
Recruiting Area Five in Great Lakes,
III.
Her military honors include the Navy
Distinguished Service Medal (the
fourth highest award within the De
partment of Defense), the Defense
Superior Service Medal, the Legion of
Merit (with three gold stars), the Meri
torious Service Medal, and the Joint
Service Commendations Medal. She
is also listed in Who s Who in America.
A native of New Jersey, she gradu
ated from the College of Saint Eliza
beth in N.J. and later the Naval War
College in Newport, R.I. She earned
her master s degree from George
Washington University.
Louise and her husband, James E.
Wilmot, reside in Baltimore, Md. She
has received honorary degrees from
the College of Saint Elizabeth,
Villanova University, and LaSalle
College.

Congratulations to the Class of 1997!
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Shaf's Summa: Part II
by Mary M. Shaffrey '97
Editor-in-Chief
This is it, my last Cowl issue
ever. I have anticipated this for
about a year, and can hardly be
lieve it is here. I am dumbfounded
because in less than a month I will
be a college graduate. I can hon
estly say coming to PC four years
ago was the best decision I ever
made. I’d be lying if I said I have
loved every minute I have been
here, but overall I could not have
asked for a better college experi
ence. PC really is my second home
and I have the following people
and aspects of the college to thank.
Perhaps the greatest aspect of
PC is its Dominican heritage and
the Dominicans themselves.
When I was a high school senior I
had never heard of the Domini
cans. The only Order I was famil
iar with, other than the Franciscans
and Sisters of Notre Dame who
taught at my school, was the Jesu
its (those heretics). I am so glad
that my eyes have been opened.
Let me explain. I knew there
was something special about this
place when I lectored my first
Mass and the priest said to me, “So
you really are from Baltimore, and
you went to Notre Dame?” How
would he know this? It just so
happens Fr. Barranger is from my
hometown, went to my “brother”
high school, and his sister and
mother went to my high school.
He knew I was from Charm City
because he recognized my high
school ring. Small world, huh.
This day began a long friendship
with Fr. B, and he is the reason I
stayed here after my freshman
year. I am thankful for his guid
ance and support and will miss him
immensely next year.

The thing that makes PC so
great are the Dominicans here.
They help us in our daily lives
whether we realize it or not. My
friend Jill came to visit me this past
weekend and helped me realize
just how much of an impact the
Dominicans have on us. She goes
to Loyola College in Baltimore
which is run by the Jesuits. She
has been there three years and says
she will graduate without having
had any interaction with the priests
and nuns that run the school. She
claims they are just not as visible
as they are here. To me this is sad.
Some of my greatest teachers have
been Dominican, and have helped
me through difficult times. Fr.
John Langlois rescheduled my fi
nal CIV exam freshman year so I
could go home when my best
friend’s father died suddenly. He
was there again when I developed
serious insomnia my sophomore
year and had a difficult time mak
ing it to “Early Christian Doc
trine.” Fr. John not only was un
derstanding and gave me the time
I needed, he also explained he had
gone through a similar problem a
few years back and gave me sug
gestions to help me sleep better.
There are countless others: Fr.
Myett, Fr. Seaver (whose “Moral
Issues” class was probably my fa
vorite in all four years), Fr. Powell,
Sr. Stankiewicz, Fr. Kehew (who
even though not a Dominican,
lives out their message in his teach
ing and daily life), and Fr. Mark
(I will try to get more sleep in the
future, but Biology will always be
foreign to me. Thank you for your
patience).
Great Dominicans are not lim
ited to the classroom, however.
They are everywhere on campus.
Fr. Vincent has helped me so much

this year with The Cowl. He says
he is going to miss me next year,
but probably not half as much as 1
am going to miss him and the great
times we had this year. Whether it
be late night coffee runs or sug
gestions for the paper, he has been
an invaluable asset to the paper and
the college. Sr. Annette has also
been a friend of mine and many
others, and is a great asset to the
school. There are also the Domini
cans who live in the Priory. We
may not see them often, but they
still know we are here, and care.
An example: Tuesday afternoon I
had just had a big argument with
Sully (I know, what else is new?)
when I found a big brown enve
lope in my Cowl mailbox. What I
found inside was probably the
greatest treasure I will take away
from PC. It was a book about the
Dominican Order. Inscribed on the
inside was a note from Fr. Francis
Neely, an older Dominican who
lives in the Priory. Fr. Neely in
scribed on the inside of the book
that he remembered the way PC
was in its “Glory Days.” This was
obviously in reference to my ar
ticle last week, but he didn’t have
to do this. When I called to thank
Fr. Neely, I encountered a wise,
thoughtful, and caring man who,
while no longer a teacher at PC,
was still interested in the well-be
ing of the college. I have not met
Fr. Neely (yet) but I will never for
get him or his kindness. Again, 1
repeat what makes PC so great is
the fact Fr. Neely is not a singular
entity, but rather a member of a
great community whose sole goal
is to help us grow into better
people.
The Dominicans help to bring
about the second great aspect of
PC — its sense of family. Another

observation Jill made last week
was that everyone here was so
friendly. She’s right. PC is like a
small country where everyone
knows one another and works to
gether. For the most part we even
get along. We also do countless
amounts of Community Service
and volunteer work to help en
hance the community in which we
live. The local media likes to por
tray us as a drunken party school
filled with rich, spoiled brats. It is
unfortunate that they refuse to re
alize what we are all about.
The final aspect of PC that
makes it so special is its teachers.
I could not have received a better
education had I gone to Harvard,
Yale, Boston College, or even
Notre Dame. Since the student/
teacher ratio is so small, these
teachers can and do give us the at
tention we deserve. To them, we
arc not numbers or paychecks, we
are people. I have had 47 teachers
here over the last four years, and I
think maybe four would not rec
ognize me or say hello il l ran into
them on campus. Take away their
personality, and we still have a fac
ulty with a monstrous amount of
intelligence. I mean, is there any
thing Dr. Grace and Dr. Delasanta
don’t know? If I can acquire even
half the knowledge of these two
men I will be a very lucky person.
To my fellow members of the
Class of 1997. We have seen a lot
and grown even more over the past
four years. We have encountered
countless construction obstacles,
whether it be Feinstein or the Apts,
two Presidents, the ups and downs
of the basketball team, and the ups
and downs of college life in gen
eral. As we get ready to walk over
the platform on May 18, it is worth
the realization that the world of PC

has changed us. We are different
from when we first stepped
through the doors. However, we
hope PC has also changed. We
hope the world of PC is a little dif
ferent, just a little belter, because
of us.
To those of you I am fortunate
enough to call friends, thank you
for the memories. I will miss you.
You have helped me to grow and
become the person I am today. I
know that Jennie will not miss the
indestructible alarm clock, Jeff and
Jeoff will not miss pretty New
Haven, Sully will not miss my
Republican agenda, and my room
mates will not miss my “sunny”
morning disposition, but 1 will
miss them and the memories we
created. What I will miss most,
though, is my Cowl experience. I
can not imagine the last four years
without it or its 5:30 am Thursday
mornings. Good luck to Erin, and
everyone else next year —you will
go far. A final thanks to those who
helped me to get where I am to
day (if I forget anyone, I apologize
in advance): Noelle, Ski, Gariepy,
Edo, Dr. Testa, Mrs. Price, and last
but definitely not least, Mom and
Dad. You all have instilled in me
a love for journalism and because
of you, like an annoying cute little
puppy that won’t go away, it has
become a career ambition. Thank
you.
Thank you Mom and Dad for
allowing me to come to PC, and
thank you PC for helping me to
become the person I have always
wanted to be. It has been a long
strange trip, and like all trips this
must come to an end, but I will
never forget it and will treasure it
always.
Mad props to DA. for shocking the
be excessus (tut of me! ILY!

A Liberal's Last Stand
by Mike Sullivan '97
Editorial Writer
Well here it is, my last editorial
for the Providence College Cowl.
After two and a half years my time
on this staff is done. I thought for
my last editorial that I would write
a “Summa Sullivan” that would
just briefly recap my personal be
liefs.
I believe that America has the
potential to become the greatest
nation in the world. The reason I
say this is not because I am an eth
nocentric bigot that thinks Ameri
cans are better than everyone else.
I do not. The reason I say this is
because America was founded on
(or at least claims to be founded
on) the radical concepts that there
should be liberty and justice for all
and that everyone deserves equal
protection under the law. Al
though the struggle to actualize
these ideals and make them a real
part of our everyday society has
been going on now for over 200
years, we have not gotten there yet.
There are still several things that
need to be done if America is to
truly become.
First, we need to make our gov
ernment more honest and more
responsive to the needs of the
people. Private political donations
should be eliminated and cam
paigns should be financed solely
with taxpayer money. This might
sound wasteful but I would rather
have politicians owing favors to
the taxpayers than to special inter
est groups. Corporate welfare (all
$ 180 billion of it) should be elimi
nated from the federal budget.

Getting free money for doing noth
ing might seem great to big busi
ness, but it is nothing but a burden
on the rest of us. How can we de
monize the working poor for ac
cepting government assistance
while we silently allow the lazy
rich to receive it? Also, the tax
code must be reformed and sim
plified so that the wealthy actually
pay their fair share.
We have to re-examine our pri
orities and put children’s safety,
health, and education at the top of
the list. Congress should pass leg
islation guaranteeing all children
private health insurance no matter
how poor or wealthy the parents
are. There needs to be an increase
in funding for public schools so
they have the adequate resources
to properly educate students. The
process for becoming a teacher
should be made much more diffi
cult so that there are not as many
incompetent ones. Programs such
as Head Start, which help poor
children get a fairer start in life,
need to be expanded. Also, child
abuse must be dealt with more se
riously. Federal policy must be
changed so that keeping defense
less children safe is the goal in
stead of keeping violent biologi
cal “family” units together.
Federal and local governments
should pass common sense legis
lation to make society safer and
repeal unnecessary laws that just
annoy everyone. One of the big
gest threats to public safety is the
proliferation of guns on the street.
There are more gun dealers than
gas stations in this country. If we
want to stop the carnage that is tak

ing place in the streets of America
then certain preventative steps are
going to have to be taken. People
should be limited to owning only
one gun at a time. Anything more
than that is simply unnecessary.
Before anyone is allowed to buy a
gun they should be subject to a
thorough background check and
anyone with a history of assaults,
threats, or insanity should be pre
vented from buying one.
The drinking age should be
lowered to 18. If an 18-year-old
is old enough to die in war and old
enough to vote for president then
he or she is old enough to drink
alcohol. Banning it only creates
more problems than it solves.
Sure, some immature people will
abuse it, but that is no reason to
punish everyone else. At some
point you have to let people make
their own mistakes. After all, 18
year olds are allowed to purchase
cigarettes, and cigarettes take a
much greater toll on our society
than alcohol does, considering
they kill 400,000 smokers and
80,000 non-smokers each year.
I also believe that the Catholic
Church has a tremendous amount
of potential to do good in the world
that could be realized if certain re
forms were instituted. First of all,
women should be allowed to be
ordained as priests. I know, they
say that since Jesus never picked
women as Apostles, women can
not be ordained. However, that
was 2,000 years ago. If the Catho
lic Hierarchy truly believes that
God is a god of mercy, love, and
justice, as they claim, then they
should realize that God would not

agree with excluding women from
the priesthood.
Priests should also be allowed
to marry. There is no reason why
a person cannot love another per
son and God at the same time.
Jesus picked married men as
Apostles, so who are we to second
guess Him?
The Church should be just as
concerned with practicing Chris
tianity as it is preaching it. That
means no more honoring Nazi war
criminals, like Kurt Waldheim, or
defending brutal military regimes
that overtake small defenseless
countries, like Haiti.
The Church should also realize
that artificial birth control is not
immoral if used properly. Some
people claim this is impossible
because the Church cannot reverse
a teaching. This is not true. Re
member, the Church used to leach
that the Earth was the center of the
universe and everything revolved
around it. They even threatened
to burn Galileo at the stake when
he tried to prove otherwise. After
a while, though, they realized they
were wrong and changed the
teaching.
Of course if any progress is to
be made in the federal government,
the Catholic Church, or even here
at PC, it is not going to happen on
its own. People have to stop sit
ting around complaining about
everything, motivate themselves,
and take action. Citizens have to
educate themselves on the issues
and vote for the candidates who
support what they want. Catho
lics who disagree with the way the
hierarchy runs things should get

involved with the reform move
ment and help collect the 1 mil
lion signatures needed for the We
Arc the Church petition drive cur
rently underway in the United
States. PC students should pay
close attention to the issues on
campus that will have an effect on
them such as the new curriculum
debate. Otherwise student con
cerns will be ignored. Thanks to
everyone who took the time to read
and/or respond to anything I have
written. It’s been fun. Remember
to enjoy life, hold on to your
dreams, and always vote Democrat._________________________

Letters
R.P.D. 73
To the Editor:
Since this is the last Cowl issue
of the “Shaffrey ’97 Era,” 1 wish
to thank all staff members of Provi
dence College’s official student
newspaper for all its 1996-1997
publications. I enjoyed reading
every issue from the front to last
page.
I want to thank Editorials Edi
tor Jamie Lantinen’97 for taking
the time to read and publish my
letters to the Editor. I thank Mary
Shaffrey ’97 for accepting the
challenge to be the 1996-1997
Editor-in-Chief of T/te Cowl. Shaf,
you did an excellent job!
In conclusion, I wish all the
Cowl staff seniors good health and
good luck in your endeavors in the
future. I shall remember all of you
in my prayers.

Russell P. Demoe ’73
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Have Your Pets Spayed or Neutered
by Jamie Lantinen '97
Editorial Editor

We are at a time when our coun
try is struggling with some of the
most difficult issues it has ever
faced. Racial relations are at a cru
cial juncture, Americans live in
fear of violence, and our educa
tional system is floundering. In
our search to find solutions to these
other problems that plague the na
tion, 1 propose we follow the para
digm of one of the great all-Ameri
can traditions to combat these chal
lenges. I speak of the greatest tele
vision game show of all time - cel
ebrating its 25th year on CBS - the
fabulous sixty-minute Price is
Right. We can learn much from
the gaudy utopian world of CBS
Television City, even if we believe
it to be unattainable. Whether you
bid or pass on this theory, I hope
you enjoy reading it.
First, everyone is equal in con
testants’ row. Well, at the very
least, everyone gets a fair shake.
All races, colors and creeds, are
represented on the show, as well
as an equal number of males and
females. As the Plinko chip clanks
down the board, everyone is pull
ing for the 5,000 dollars, regard
less of the contestant’s color of
skin.
Second, while it takes a mini

mum amount of skill to be success
ful on The Price is Right, many an
episode has proven that you need
not be intelligent to win. A good
deal of luck is involved in Price is
Right success, which is also true
of success in life. For these rea
sons, the Price is Right accurately
symbolizes the values we attribute
to our capitalist society. We all
understand that the commercial
feel to the show is necessary, be
cause without the advertisers there
would be no prizes. The same is
true in America; we are willing to
deal with the negative aspects of
our liberal economy, because of
our faith that it will eventually ben
efit us all.
Third, the Price is Right suc
cessfully mixes all ages together,
which is something we have failed
to do in many areas of our society.
Extended families have been re
placed by the younger, nuclear
family. Too often, we push our
seniors off to the side and fail to
take advantage of their wisdom
and experience. The Price Is Right
teaches all of us that older people
are people too. We should all learn
to respect the generation that
helped to bring this country to
greatness.
Fourth, the Price is Right stands
as an example of how old values
of America still have relevance.
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Very little has changed on the set
in the 25 years it has been on the
air. Sure, Bob’s hair has turned
grey, but he remains committed to
holding on to the 1970’s wire mi
crophone. I think that this repre
sents a commitment to things that
work, and using them to our ad
vantage. The country’s desire to
dispose of the old everytime a new
technology comes along is waste
ful. While many small things on
the show have changed, there is no
reason to alter the entire set. The
small rug under the Big Wheel has
gotten bigger, but there is no rea
son to replace the Big Wheel it
self. It has, after all, served the
show well.
Finally, Bob Barker has a num
ber of qualities to which we should
aspire. Bob embodies the quali
ties of tolerance and optimism. If
one takes too long making a bid,
Bob will give a gentle nudge to
move along, taking care not to
snap. He is nearly always patient
when the set fails him, or when the
audience becomes unruly. More
importantly, however, Bob is al
ways looking optimistically to
ward the next game. No matter
how poorly a contestant does on a
particular game, Bob will go to
commercial with a smile on his
face and the grandfatherly assur
ance that everything will be OK.
Optimism is the key to the success
of the show, and the reason that it
has been on the air so long. If only
we could learn to hum the Price Is
Right theme song every time

something went wrong, this world
might be a whole lot happier.
Other qualities that are evident
in Bob’s personality are compas
sion and understanding. He gives
his love freely, not only to the hu
man contestants, but to all the pets
of America. “Have your pets
spayed or neutered” is not merely
a catch phrase, but a cry for Ameri
cans to prevent overpopulation and
to treat our domesticated friends
with respect. Also, Bob’s support
of the Society of the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals is a lesson for
all Americans to become involved
in a cause in which they believe.
Finally, as a former Marine, Bob
represents dedication and love to
this country.
The one potential flaw in this
theory is the somewhat patriarchal
design of The Price is Right. Af
ter all, the leader of the program is
a man, and the flaunting of his
“Barker’s Beauties” might be con
sidered sexist. Here’s what I have
to say about that. While it is true
that the “Beauties” seem to be used
merely as sexual objects, the big
gest sexual object on the program
is Bob. How many requests have
we heard from female contestants
to plant a kiss on Bob’s sun-tanned
face? How many silkscreened “I
Love Bob” half-shirts have we
seen in contestants row? There
was even one recent instance
where a young woman had painted
her fingernails to read “I Luv You
Bob.”
In addition, the show has

changed with the times. No longer
do we hear “Gentleman, do I have
one number right?” in the OneAway game. There are evidently
more women in the control room,
because contestants are now asked
to say “Ladies, do I have one num
ber right.” It would appear then,
that we can almost include gender
equality in the list of the program’s
positive attributes.
I hope that readers view this
modest theory as they should have
viewed all my commentaries: as
just one man’s perspective in this
crazy world. For despite the fact I
have served as Editorial Editor this
past year, I am one of the least
opinionated people I know. I do
not propose to have the monopoly
on truth, nor do I believe any of us
to have it. In sharing my thoughts
with you, I have learned more
about myself, and more about the
issues I have tackled. I have more
than once doubted the strength of
my opinions, and have often
changed my mind. This is particu
larly true when I have been called
on a point or two by readers of the
editorial pages. Flexibility is es
sential if we are going to success
fully spin the Big Wheel of life.
Newspapers, therefore, and the
opinions contained therein, should
be considered attempts at finding
answers, not bold proclamations of
truth. Editorials should be slices
of personality, the ruminations of
a fellow human being. Thanks for
letting me share mine with you.
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being told the importance of test

scores and grades. While those
things are important, they certainly
do not indicate what a person is all
about. Students need to be taught
that they have the ability to make
a difference and contribute posi
tively to the world. To simply
judge a person on the basis of
grades and test scores is an injus
tice. Learning to interact with oth
ers and work together as a group
is essential to overcoming this in
justice.
Most of us are aware that learn-

Implementing a
service and field
experience
component to the
educational system
would be step in
the right direction.
ing is not always done in the class
room, and practical experience
such as internships is necessary. In
order to truly understand what
knowledge you have gained, that
knowledge must be put to the test.
What good is knowing the rules of
grammar if you cannot construct a
coherent sentence? Often times

students graduate from high school
or college with outstanding grades,
but lack the skills necessary to ap
ply what they know practically.
Allowing students the option to
participate in community activities
would only enhance the educa
tional experience.
Many people oppose the idea
of not strictly focusing on the tra
ditional subjects. They argue that
it would side-step the real problem,
which is illiteracy. Certainly it is
true that many students do not have
a hold on basic skills that should
be learned in the early years of
schooling. However, in order to
combat the problem of illiteracy,
parents need to become more ac
tive in their child’s education.
We need to teach children the
value of not only memorizing facts
and figures, but also the value of
understanding how a community
operates. I think the educational
system that exists today is far too
concerned with facts and not fo
cused enough on concepts. It is
not too difficult to memorize the
statistics of what happened during
WWII, but it is a challenge to un
derstand why things happened the
way they did. Implementing a ser
vice and field experience compo
nent to the educational system
would be a step in the right direc
tion. We need to teach children at
an early age that knowledge is a
wonderful thing, but we must be
ambitious enough to utilize talents.
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Thoughts of
a Cox
by Elizabeth L. Duryea '97
Editorial Writer

Have you ever read the gospel
according to Saint Steven
Redgrave? Perhaps the Book of
Common Coxing Commands?
Then you are obviously not famil
iar with the sport of rowing, or
crew as we like to call it here in
the United States. If you have
never rowed before then you are
probably also unaware of the phi
losophy which combines Catholi
cism and rowing. Bear with me
while I attempt to convince you of
a theory of Catholic rowing and
how it will be relevant to a posi
tive athletic and spiritual experi
ence here at PC in years to come.
Even if you are not a rower you
have most likely seen a shell of
some sort, probably an eight prac
ticing on the local river or racing
at the Head of the Charles. There
are eight rowers and a coxswain
who steers and calls out the com
mands to the rowers. There is also
some basic catechism that every
good Catholic rower should know
before taking their place in the
boat, The Four F’s: Form, Fitness,
Fun and Fraternity (or Sorority,
whatever the case may be).
Form is the position of your
body during the stroke which must
be conformed to a specific shape
and standard early in training. We
could equate form with baptism;
one must make a commitment to
the shape of their spiritual lives
which has its beginnings with this
sacrament. Fitness cannot take
place in isolation, but must be
shared with others because the
pain and exhaustion of being a
truly committed rower is being
aware of the suffering of others on
and off of the water, just as in the
church community. The joy of
Christ, the pleasure one feels upon
successfully completing a race or
keeping the boat set, is part of the
fun dimension of rowing. And fi
nally fraternity, the drive to unite
all eight rowers in spirit and body
to make the boat lift up and run
along the water, working together
as a unit to achieve success. This
is like the Church, the mystical
body of Christ, the community
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united in their celebration of the
Eucharist and faith.
As if that was not enough cat
echism, there are more fine details
of Catholic rowing which other
teams may not be aware of and
which spectators cannot see with
the naked eye, but which give the
Catholic teams an advantage.
Rowing is not an easy sport and is
not something which one can
choose to pick up as a hobby or
practice casually on the weekends,
not unlike our faith. Rowing in
volves justice, or taking responsi
bility for your own actions and
pulling your own weight so that
others do not have to suffer on your
behalf. If you are the member of
the team who is holding back the
progress of the boat because of
your laziness or carelessness, then
that rower needs to be made aware
of their transgressions and seek
assistance. Mercy comes when
each rower is working as hard as
the rest of the team, making his
own burden and those of the oth
ers a lighter weight to bear. When
all nine of the members of a row
ing team work with and for one
another, miraculous things can oc
cur or as one brilliant individual
writes: “Teamwork is the ability to
work together toward a common
vision. The ability to direct indi
vidual accomplishments toward
organizational objectives. It is the
fuel that allows common people to
attain uncommon results.” Is this
beginning to sound a bit like
Catholic spirituality?
I have belonged to other row
ing teams, but the one which was
united, fun, and successful was the
St. Benet’s Hall Boat Club in Ox
ford, England. The team was made
up of Catholics from all over Ox
ford and all over the world, but we
all spoke the same language when
it came time to pray the Hail Mary
during warm-up and at the one
minute canon. The Abbot who
coached us, the monks and friars
who rowed with us, the coach who
taught us, the people who sup
ported us and even your everyday
Joe American Catholic like me—
we all understood that our enthu
siasm for the sport and for each
other was something singular,
something which other teams
could not claim for themselves.
Our faith united us in a way which
other boats could only hope for as
they synchronized their slides and
catches, maintained their pressure
and ratio.
While the other Senior staffers
are leaving a legacy of hope and
hate, I will end with a goal for the
future rowers and coxswains here
at PC. There is support, money,
and enthusiasm in this community
which can build a boat club. It will
take some time to get things
started, but the benefits, spiritually,
physically and mentally, are end
less and worth pursuing. There is
a river nearby where I have been
pursuing my passion for rowing,
and there are boats which are gath
ering dust in the racks somewhere
which are dying to see water. PC
is all about sports and fun. Make
rowing a new club sport which is
open to everyone, all shapes and
sizes, and watch people unite in a
committed Catholic community: a
boat.
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A Vision For
the Future
by Amy Rodrigues '97
Asjf. Editorial Editor

Recognizing the risk of sound
ing like an almighty know-it-all, I
am still going to throw out a few
thoughts on what I hope PC will
look like, or at least strive to look
like in the next millennium.
My years at PC have been
priceless. It has mainly been the
issues I have confronted and the
people that I have met that have
made these years so worthwhile.
I would not change a thing about
the past four years that I have spent
at PC. I know where I’ve come
from, and I also know where I am
going. And I can assure you that
it will be quite different from what
I have experienced here at PC. The
close-mindedness I have some
times experienced (even possibly
on my own part) has made me an
aware and active person. The dis
agreements I have had with fellow
students are what have made me
form stronger and more logical
opinions. And the injustices I have
witnessed have helped me to un
derstand what is right and wrong.
But for the students just beginning
their college careers, the “powers
that be” at PC will need to address
a few concerns to assure incom
ing students the same quality edu
cation and experience that is nec
essary to prepare them to enter the
competitive world in which we
live.
First, I hope PC will continue
to foster the “family” atmosphere
that anyone who spends an after
noon on campus can attest to. It
should be a community that treats
each of its students, faculty, and
employees as individuals who
have an equal and important say
in what happens on campus. It
should be a campus that respects
its individual members and their
opinions, yet works for the good
of the whole community. As all
families do, PC has problems, and
I hope that the community will re
alize that a true “family” respects
the beliefs of all its members.
Hopefully, by the year 2000,
PC will join the rest of the intel
lectual world and realize that there
is more to academics than just the
white, Catholic, male perspective
PC so strongly preaches. Although
the recent rejection of the curricu
lum set us back to the Dark Ages
instead of helping us move for
ward into the next century, the ad
ministration must allow students
the opportunity to pursue diverse
interests and subjects. Certainly
that would require a whole restruc
turing of faculty, course loads,
credits, etc., but the fact remains
that there is a whole other world
out there that can serve as the ba
sis for academic and social
thought. Looking back, the expe
riences that were most meaning
ful to me were the classes, teach
ers, and students who introduced
me to a different way of looking
at the world. The ability to dis
cern for myself what the “truth” is,
was what made me enjoy a suc
cessful education.
As for CIV, despite what some
may think, it is possible to intro
duce multicultural philosophy, lit
erature, art, and history into the
program without eliminating alto

gether the benefits of a deep un
derstanding of the development of
our world. PC is doing a disser
vice to society by sending “adults”
off into the real world sheltered
from “different” cultures and ready
to face the world with a closed
mind. However, I am thankful to
PC for being the way that it is, be
cause it has forced me to under
stand that true learning is that
which you determine on your own,
not what others tell you it is.

Looking
back, the
experiences
that were
most
meaningful
to me were
the classes,
teachers,
and
students
who
introduced
me to a
different
way of
looking at
the world.
In order for this school to move
into the “modern” age, PC will
have to eliminate the parietal sys
tem. This is such an obvious sex
ist practice that relies on the ageold idea that women are helpless
and need to be “protected” from
the sexually uncontrollable male.
Hopefully, with an increase in the
number of females in coming
classes, PC women will realize the

unfairness of an “honor” system
for males and regulations for fe
males, and fight to eliminate it.
The next area of concern is the
library. What can I say? A new
rug is great for looks when pro
spective students and their (pay
ing) parents walk in, and hey, it
even smells good. But, money can
and should be spent on new mi
crofilm machines, new copiers (or
at least a repairperson), faster com
puters, and more printers that
work. The strides that the library
has made in technology are com
mendable, but it still has a long
way to go before Phillips Memo
rial is a place where students can
find what they need to compete
with other college students.
One last concern that is impera
tive to the safety and well-being
of the students at PC is an im
proved shuttle and security system.
If the security department and ad
ministration remotely trusting of
their students and not always ready
to hide sexual assaults and acts of
violence from the larger public,
things could be a lot safer. It is
difficult to protect yourself when
you do not know what it is you are
protecting yourself from. Sec
ondly, there is no reason that PC
cannot have a scheduled shuttle
service that has stops that pick up
students at designated times. Ev
ery major (or even minor) campus
has one, and it should be a priority
to provide a reliable and safe
means of transportation to all stu
dents.
On lighter notes, the Friar (not
the dog) should remain the mas
cot, Friar women should be al
lowed to wear pants, the Feinstein
Institute For Public Service is the
best thing that ever happened to
PC, and hopefully someday the
Providence media will realize that
PC students are not all a bunch of
drunks.
I feel as though I have just be
gun to realize how this place
works, and now it is time to move
on. I only hope that I have sparked
a discussion or two in the halls of
Harkins or around the dinner table.
My weekly editorials have helped
me to understand and realize many
things about myself and about the
world around me, and I guess that's
what college is all about. If any
one remembers anything about
what I’ve written I hope it will be
that we cannot simply accept what
is presented to us as the almighty
“veritas." We need to discuss new
ideas, albeit different from tradi
tion, and not let someone else (i.e.
discriminatory patriarchal power
structures) dictate what is right and
wrong. This requires an open mind
and the freedom to pursue all ar
eas of academic thought. Certainly
one student can talk (or write) un
til she is blue in the face, but noth
ing will be accomplished until stu
dents band together and demand
to be taken seriously. Only active,
concerned students can effectively
lead PC to success in the upcom
ing century.
P.S. Someone please remind me
to leave my fowarding address to
the mailroom because they still
haven’t sorted my mail from last
year.
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Gingrich to Collect
Welfare Check
by Kieran Michael Lalor '98
Editorial Writer
Our nation’s capital has been
overrun by hordes of self interested
lawmakers. The headlines that
come out of Washington are not
related to policy debates or bills
that have been passed because the
legislative functions of our repre
sentatives are obscured by their
unethical behavior. Both parties
are guilty of these irresponsible
activities, although the hypocriti
cal parties try to paint each other
as the only unethical party. Newt
Gingrich’s loan from Bob Dole is
only one of a slew of ethical lapses
from elected officials and is also
the latest in a long line of insults
to the intelligence of the American
people.
Newt Gingrich misled the
House ethics committee which
was investigating his illegal fund
raising activities.
Despite
Gingrich’s deception the commit
tee found that Newt had actually
been involved in unsavory activi
ties. Since Newt’s lies prolonged
the investigation process to un
cover his illegal activity, it in
creased the amount of tax dollars
spent on the investigation.
Gingrich was fined $300,000 for
his behavior.
Common sense forces one to
wonder why the Republican Party
or the House as a whole did not
make the Speaker step down after
he broke House rules. At the very
least Gingrich should have been
dishonorably discharged from his
post as Speaker when he covered
up his wrongdoings. Instead of
removing Newt as Speaker in the

interest of justice and ethics, the
House decided that he only had to
pay back the money that was spent
to uncover the cover up.
At this point it seems impos
sible that the situation could be
come more absurd, but amazingly
the situation has soared to new lev
els of ridiculousness. Instead of
going to the bank like those of us
who are not above the law,
Gingrich borrowed $300,000 from
his former colleague Bob Dole so
that he does not have to begin be
ing paid back for eight years.
In the Contract With America
Newt Gingrich called for a bal
anced federal budget, demanded
personal responsibility and wanted
to end welfare. Hypocritically
Newt’s deeds do not resemble his
creeds. Gingrich cannot balance
his own budget so he has to take
out a shady loan from a Washing
ton insider. Newt again disobeyed
his own advice when he acted ir
responsibly by lying to the ethics
committee. As if this was not
enough hypocrisy for one person
to spew, Newt is in essence receiving a welfare check from Bob
Dole.
Now Gingrich is trying to rein
vent himself as a squeaky clean
man of principles. This week he
said he wanted to “meet a moral
obligation” and pay off his debt.
However, if the Speaker was in
terested in moral obligations he
would have told the truth to the
ethics committee in the first place.
Gingrich is fond of portraying
himself as a man of the people,
•calling the House of Representa
tives “the House of Commons.”
But how many commoners can get

a $300,000 loan to pay for lies told
to the U.S. House of Representa
tives? What other American can
get a loan that they do not have to
begin paying back for eight years?
Furthermore, few others could ob
struct justice to the extent that
Gingrich did, and only be assessed
a fine.
Newt has made it clear that
“taxpayers will be fully reim
bursed” by the $300,000 payment,
but don’t expect a reimbursement
check to arrive in your mailbox.
The Speaker is being quite gener
ous by paying the bill that his un
ethical behavior ran up, but if the
Speaker really wants to do the
American people a favor, he would
step down as Speaker and discon
tinue the mockery he has been
making out of our legislative in
stitutions.
Bob Dole, the generous old soul
that he is, claims he only wants to
aid his friend and the Party. How
ever, Dole and Gingrich are far
from being friends and Gingrich’s
wildly unpopular Speakership has
done little to benefit the party.
Until last week when the loan
was made, Gingrich and Dole had
not spoken to each other for almost
six months. Moreover, the two
ideologically polarized lawmakers
spent the better part of the past two
decades publicly ridiculing each
other in Congress and in the press.
Dole claims he wants to help
the party, but this is difficult to
believe considering that Gingrich
is an albatross around the neck of
the G.O.P., and that it was
Gingrich’s ethical troubles that
shrunk the Republican majority in
the House. If Dole was the faith

ful party man that he contends to
be, why did his ego and selfish
quest to be President prevent him
from stepping down as the Repub
lican candidate in favor of some
one who could actually be elected,
when early on it became obvious
that he could not win?
When asked how he can afford
to make such a loan, Dole re
sponded, “I’ve been working for a
long time and saved some money.”
Could Dole really have been a pub
lic servant if he has hundreds of
thousands of dollars to toss away?
Or was the public really serving
Dole for the three decades he was
in Congress?
Dole is not interested in saving
Newt’s Speakership or helping his
party. He is interested in influenc
ing policy decisions. Having the
Speaker of the House personally
indebted to him, Dole will wield
unprecedented influence upon the
Speaker and upon the House in
general. The catalyst behind the
loan was not Dole’s love for his
party and was certainly not his al
leged friendship with the Speaker.
The loan to Gingrich was driven
by the same power hungry in
stincts that lead Dole to run for
president so many times.
Newt Gingrich should return
the money to Dole, step down as
Speaker immediately, and give up
his seat in the House because he,
along with so many others who
currently hold office, is unfit to
serve in our government.
If
Gingrich had even a shred of re
spect for the integrity of his office,
he would have done so long ago
instead of trying to trick the Ameri
can people yet again.
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Letters
Fr. Smith Made
Right Decision
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Providence
College Class of 1951, let me con
gratulate Father President Philip
Smith, O.P, for his courageous and
articulate veto of the recently pro
posed curriculum changes. He has
resoundingly reassured us that our
alma mater shall remain the Do
minican Catholic Liberal Arts Col
lege that we grew to love as un
dergraduates and increasingly
came to esteem as graduates.
When we donated the main gate
as our class gift, we though it suf
ficient to inscribe the twin pillars
simply “Providence College” and
“Dominican Fathers.” We knew
who we were, where we were, and
why we were here. We believed
that the triangular symbol of the
Holy Trinity, the motto “Truth” of
the Sons of Dominic, and the illu
minating torch of the Liberal Arts
would proclaim the mission of the
college to all who entered. Al
though the significance of all of
this has grown in our appreciation
over the past half century, we un
derstood and accepted at the time
its challenge “to honor bound, to
love and virtue sworn.”
Now our fondest hope for the
continuance of our opportunity to
untold others has been realized.
Father Smith has proven himself a
most worthy Keeper of the Gate.
May God bless Father Smith and
Providence College in the coming
century.

Richard M. Deasy ’51
Associate Professor
History Department

The Providence Renaissance
by Thomas K. Lyman '99
Editorial Writer
The City of Providence has
been experiencing a renaissance.
It has been reborn in the form of
revived rivers, re-routed roads,
new buildings, and creative parks,
all executed through careful urban
planning and redevelopment. The
key idea here is “careful” redevel
opment. This emphasizes saving
what is best of the old and making
an effort to blend in the new in
such a way as is fitting for its en
vironment and advantageous for a
growing city. In my view, the City
of Providence has done just this.
Where the rivers were hidden
by decking, parking lots and traf
fic infrastructure, they have now
been uncovered. The confluence of
the
Moshassuck
and
Woonasquatucket rivers has been
moved and makes an imposing site
for the Citizen’s Plaza building. In
place of a massive parking lot is
Waterplace Park, the centerpiece
of the renewal efforts, highlight
ing the river and its urban sur
roundings.
Connected
to
Waterplace Park are river-walks,
which put the city on a human, pe
destrian scale, and allows visitors
to enjoy vistas of historic architec
ture. People need to be able to re
late to their city, to feel connected
to both its natural and man-made
features in order to feel comfort
able working and recreating there.

Roads have been moved, elimi
nated, and beautified. The traffic
rotary known as “Suicide Circle,”
used to revolve around the tower
ing WWI monument. In the
rotary’s place are a series of art
fully constructed bridges, mimick
ing those of Venice, and now al
lowing the WWI monument to be
properly enjoyed in its new park
in Old Stone Plaza. Memorial
Boulevard has been embellished
by triple rows of trees. Francis St.
and Gaspee St. have been
reconfigured with the removal of
the railroad tracks underground.
Francis St. now leads straight from
downtown to the State House, and
it creates one of the most stately,
triumphal drives in the city. Also
phenomenally planned is Canal
Walk, formerly part of Canal St.
The walk gives precedence to the
variety of architecture nearby the
Providence River, Instead of cars
rushing by without noticing build
ings’ beauty or significance, passersby stroll there without compet
ing traffic. Along the rivers are his
torical markers which give the visi
tor a perspective on where Provi
dence development has come from
its beginnings until today. This
sense of history is important in any
city in order to know what should
be valued and preserved and what
elements of the city’s past may
better face the future altered or
adjusted to the current age. Many
of these improvements heighten

the architectural effect of older
buildings, while at the same time
doubling as infrastructure or rec
reational land.
A new building in the Down
town area has blossomed. The styl
ish Rhode Island Convention Cen
ter has attracted some of the larg
est events to Providence-including
the Smithsonian Exhibition draw
ing 250,000 visitors. The Westin
Hotel, when combined with a con
nector to the Convention Center
and a skyline-balancing tower, is
an overall winner. Providence Sta
tion combines infrastructural con
venience with modern architec
ture, and adds balance to the Capi
tol Center area. The crowning
jewel of these projects will be the
new Providence Place Mall, a
high-class shopping mecca and
movie theater. Designed on the
premise of “build it, and they will
come” it is under way now and
slated for completion by 1998/99.
These new buildings are all a part
of what every modern city needs
to compete with other state capi
tals for the best business and so
cial atmosphere and to create
needed jobs.
Care has been taken to enhance
the city’s existing buildings and
streets as well. The Providence
Performing Arts Center was an
old-fashioned moviehouse which
was saved from the wrecking ball
in the late ‘70’s by Mayor Cianci
and others. Its recent expansion

has drawn huge crowds and the
biggest shows from “Phantom...”
to “Miss Saigon.” Also preserved
was the well known Shepard De
partment Store building on Wash
ington St. Providence’s branch of
URI having been displaced from
its old quarters by the Providence
Place Mall project; the branch is
now housed in the ornate 1880
Shepard building. In the case of
historic but empty structures, cit
ies must be inventive in their
search for new uses for old build
ings. These two buildings are
prime examples of this principle
at work and by no means are they
the only examples of it in our city.
Historical buildings hold the city’s
identity and must be utilized for
changing purposes.
The Providence Renaissance
has been one carefully executed in
contrast, I believe, to Boston’s ur
ban renewal/redevelopment of the
‘60’s. In the name of modernity,
Boston completely obliterated two
entire downtown neighborhoods,
with little regard to public opinion
or historical value. The West End,
an ethnic section similar to the
North End in makeup and archi
tecture, was demolished for a
bland cement luxury high-rise
complex with little low-income
housing as replacements for
former residents. The Scollay
Square area, admittedly an area of
low moral reputefbut not architec
tural low repute), was razed in fa

vor of the current Government
Center. Government Center hardly
harmonizes with its surroundings.
In fact, it is a stark, windy, tree
less, concrete desert with poor ar
chitectural appeal. The only thing
good about it is the fact that there
are few obstructions, allowing you
to see how far you have to walk
until you leave Government Cen
ter.
The plusses of a renewal like
Providence’s are numerous. They
are economic and aesthetic. The
city is being hailed nationwide as
a model for 21 st century urban re
vival. Residents of years past have
described Providence as a place
“they were glad to get away from
on weekends.” Mention of the riv
ers often included the word “stink
ing.” Today these things are no
longer true. Why is it then, that on
the weekends and evenings, there
are relatively few people out and
about down there? I have spent a
lot of time there this year, and have
found it very strange that a place
this new, beautiful, and bright is
not buzzing on a Saturday night.
Restaurants, theaters, and music
venues beckon, and seem to be
full, yet no one seems to walk
around. Maybe once Providence
Place has been built, “they will
come.” For now, Providence’s Re
naissance has happened in form
and style, but Providence has not
yet been reborn in the minds of
Rhode Islanders.
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Chasing Amy
by Michael P. Sablone '98
A&E Editor

This is not Sleepless in Seattle,
One Fine Day, or any of the thou
sands of other cheesy, predicable
as-the-sun-rising-every-day,
poorly acted, bland, just plain bor
ing dating movies. This is also not
Reality Bites, PCU, or any other
Gen X date movie that attempts to
deal with what the life of a twenty
something is like. This is a well
acted, well scripted, well directed
slice-of-life picture that tells it like
it is. It is Chasing Amy. The last
of writer/director/actor Kevin

ally done as a male fantasy, (i.e.
every Joe Esterhez movie: Basic
Instinct and Showgirls are prime
examples) This deals with lesbi
ans in a good light, and Smith
makes no attempt to make it into a
soft core porn movie. (This might
have something to do with the fact
that Adams is Smith’s girlfriend.)
A more coherant explanation
of the plot is neccesary. As the
movie opens we are introduced to
Banky (Lee) and Holden (Affleck)
two best freind comic book cre
ators riding high on the success of
thier comic book “The Adventures
of Bluntman and Chronic.” The

emotional level reaches its peak with
Adams and her tour de force perfor
mance. Sheissweet, charming, and
down to earth. It is doubtful that she
will become a huge star because of
the movie, but she definitely de
serves some recognition for this, her
largest part to date. The breakout
performance of Dwight Ewell as the
Hooper X, a black panther comic
book artist of “White Hating Coon,”
who is also flamingly gay is the most
underrated performance in the
movie. In public he is a white-hat
ing revolutionary but in private he
is a soft-spoken gay man who does
not hate anybody (maybe with the

a Francis Ford Coppola picture, you
expect a Kevin Smith picture. His
strengths are the tightness of his
scripts and his vivid characteriza
tion. It is one of the best trilogies
around: it doesn’t have the same set
of characters in every movie, but
everyone is related — this keeps the
movies more interesting and more
lifelike. He excels in these aspects.
Smith has already proven him
self in today’s cutthroat movie in
dustry. His movies all have the
same subject matter: guys hanging
out and discussing life, sex and
comic books. Some of the refer
ences in Chasing Amy will prob

You have to see this movie.
No questions asked.
Smith’s trilogy of Jersey movies.
What a way to end.
Starring Joey Lauren Adams
(Sleep with Me), Ben Affleck
(Mallrats) and Jason Lee
(Mallrats) it concerns the usual
scenario: boy meets girl, boy falls
in love with girl, boy finds out girl
is a lesbian, boy attempts to work
out a relationship with girl, while
ignoring boy’s best friends’ at
tempts to get him over her. Usual
subject matter for dating movies
is sort of like this. Except in the
movies lesbian relations are usu

confusion enters when they are in
troduced to fellow comic book art
ist Alyssa (Adams). Holden pur
sues Alyssa, even when he finds
out she is a lesbian. It begins to
deteriorate his relationship with
Banky, who can’t quite deal with
the loss of his best friend to a girl
who he is not dating. The plot re
lies on the emotions of the charac
ters — and they deliver.
Over all the acting is above av
erage. Affleck does a decent job
with the torment aspect as he finds
himself falling for Adams. The

exception of some ugly gay men).
He only keeps the facade on request
of his publisher. His speech about
being in the minority of a minority
is painfully funny. How can you tell
that Chasing Amy is a more adult
movie? The absence of Jay (Jason
Mewes) and Silent Bob (Smith) for
most of the picture. They do appear
near the end — and don’t worry
about the lack of exposure — it is
their finest performance yet.
Smith’s strong point has never
been in his visual style, and this is
no exception. But you don’t expect

Well, how stupid do I feel?
With one week to go, I leave out a very important
name in the review for Antietam. I would like to
personally apologize and as compensation, print
her name in a extra large font:

ably go over most people’s heads
(i.e. the first line of the movie: “I
don’t think that we’ll see Chow
Yun-Fat as the next Batman, no
matter how perfect he is for the
part.”), but the beauty of it is that
it won’t interrupt the Bow of the
movie. He deftly weaves together
the characters in all three movies.
For example, you finally find out
what happens to the girl who slept
with the dead guy in Clerks. She is
Adams’ sister and we get the dish
firsthand. Most people in the audi
ence did not react with as much

gusto as we did, but they still
seemed to enjoy it.
Smith pulls no punches in his
third picture, but it is definitely
his most sophisticated movie. It
is also the most personal. For
an indepth discussion on how
the characters of Chasing Amy
came home to roost, visit the
View Askew (Smith’s produc
tion company) Web page at
“www.viewaskew.com”. This
personal aspect is what, most
likely, makes it such a real
movie. He writes from the heart,
creating different versons of
himself, and puts it up for all to
see. “If you are going to write,
write about what you know"
they say. Advice well taken.
Not many other filmmakers
have pulled it off this effort
lessly. As Smith said, "Clerks
had been over-praised, Mallrats
had been over-bashed. We’d
been to both ends of the spec
trum, and that made it somewhat
easy to make an honest film.”
Chasing Amy has everything
you would expect about a movie
about life: the truth. There is no
BS in this movie. It’s too bad
the major studios don’t have the
cojones to fund more projects
like Chasing Amy. It is an hon
est representation of ordinary
life (well as ordinary as two
comic book writers lives can
be). Maybe they’ll finally learn:
Hash can draw people to see a
movie once, but unless you have
a story that people care about
then you aren’t going to go any
where. Kevin Smith is going
somewhere because he has that
heart. Maybe he’ll be available
for transplants sometime soon.

The Blackfriars Theatre
PRESENTS

Shayna Ross

PC Exchange
This interesting final project - a web page on Providence
College's new Student Web. The object was to develop a project
by applying the knowledge students have gained in class, which
focused mainly on a systems thinking objective. Entitled The
PC Exchange, the page gives students the opportunity to access
a myriad of services ana information. For example, The PC Ex
change offers a chat room anti something called The Meeting
Place, where students can place personal adds with their name,
description, interests, and the like in hopes to meet that special
someone! There is also a Classified section semester, Dr. King's
Organizational Theory class has created an, where people can
advertise books, furniture, CD's, and other various items they
wish to sell or buy. Other features of the page include Job List
ings, Rides, Things For Sale, and Resume Postings. Click on
and find out what its all about!
The address of The PCExchange is: http://
studentweb.providence.edu/ - sjoe98

A Performance Saluting
American Women Humorists

May I ,2
Regular

PC Staff

and

admission

Senior Citizens $4

Students $3

by Joy Kealey'99
WITHOUT A METRIC SECOND TO LOSE "KEITH THE KREATIVE" AND
HIS TRUSTED SIDE-KICK "VINCE" DOWNLOADED THE PHENOMENAL
NEW DESIGN AND TELEPROMPTED IT OVER TO THE POMEGRANATE
PRINTERS*. WHO TOOK THE PHANTASTIC NEW DESIGN AND
COMPLETED THEIR MISSION**. EARNING THE HEARTS AND
LOYALTIES OF THEIR CLIENTS.
THE ADVENTURE CONTINUES.

'■MIKE THE MARVEL". "ERIC THE ENERGIZER", "DON THE DOER". "DAVE THE

$5

TURNAROUND
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C + C Art Factory
by Carolyn Stokes '97
Friend ofA&E
Veritas Editor
ollins and Cartelli. . .
sounds like a law firm,
doesn’t it? Well, actually
these two, Sean and Paul
tively, are graduating senior art ma

C

mately 22x30 inches each.
Cartelli’s deals with text as shape
and form. Collins’ uses line and
shading to create form, while cre
ating a tension with the back
ground by not fully segregating it
from the foreground.
Cartelli is looking to use words
respec
and  letters as an alternative to
drawing with a typical line, while

On the left is Sean's art and on the right is Paul's. Both are on
display in Hunt Cavanaugh gallery on campus
jors and this is about their thesis
showing in the Hunt-Cavanaugh
gallery, running from April 20th to
the 25th.
When you enter the gallery, you
cannot help but see Sean Collins’
and Paul Cartelli’s names in large
letters on the center wall partition
in the far middle of the room. With
a cursory glance it seems that each
person’s series has little in com
mon, but that is where the surprises
begin. Each series consists of 15
black and white drawings approxi

still carving form out of the page.
As he states in his written release,
“the intent of this series ... is to
show how using text as shape can
determine the outcome of a com
position.” This work is the cul
mination of four years exploring,
and directly stems from his work
over the last year and a half. The
main lettering inspiration of these
ink and graphite works come from
various sources ranging from text
books, lyrics, and musicians to
sound bytes of life in passing, in

cluding his own thoughts that he
wishes to say but would be other
wise socially unacceptable. The
central idea for his series stemmed
from various encounters of other
artists who looked to use both
negative space to define the sub
ject itself. Two artists that inspired
Cartelli to delve deeper into his
developing style were Ellesworth
Kelly and the Pop artist, Basquiat.
What Paul liked especially with
Basquiat’s works was the idea that
ideas were re-invented, not created
in a void, and therefore not inde
pendently ‘original’.
Looking at Cartelli’s pieces,
you get a sense that it is a verbal
photograph, a visual train of
thought traveling across a page, as
it would appear in space. All of
his pieces are free-hand too; no
rulers were used to create an arti
ficial straight path. For him, this
was a way to exhibit and master
control over a facet of life, to com
pensate for the lack of control over
life itself. Combining an intense
style full of energy with the vast
ness of space within the works, you
see a clean-cut, sharp and precise
intention behind the pieces. When
you walk around the room from the
front of the gallery to the last wall,
you can also sense his clearer ar
ticulation of his visual idea that he
presents to us as a viewer; it be
comes more resolved. And he en
joys it when he hears someone say
that they could have done what he
has; the fact remains that he did it
first.
Sean Collins’ works, facing
Cartelli’s on the opposite wall, cre
ates a dialogue with it. Aside from
the fact the compositions balance
each other well, both being black
and white and similar size, there

are other, more subtle similarities.
Collins’ drawings present you
with a visual explosion of body
parts; not in a dissected manner but
rather harmonized via his exten
sive use of shading, defining form,
while redefining the page and the
form rendered. Within each work,
the positive and negative space
continually reinforce each other,
while at the same time, being both
the other. In his most successful
pieces, the positive space, the
drawing, flips with the negative
space, the white page. He effec
tively uses line in a minimal man
ner to help effectively demarcate
between the two, and to help carve
form out of the flat page. Collins’
series evolved out of his previous
series as well. In this series,
Collins sought to break down the
walls between the figures and the
background so that they almost
flowed back and forth. He works
this idea via contrasting hard and
soft edge shapes, allowing the
white of the page to permeate in
ternal spaces within his composi
tions, tying in the background with
that of the fore..
As with Cartelli, starting from
the front of the gallery and mov
ing to the far wall, the works be
come more resolved, less complex
and clarified in their respective
ideas. Cartelli’s and Collins’most
successful pieces are those that are
the most developed in their form,

New Poetry
at Philips
by Megan Southard '97
A <££ Writer

The School of Continuing
Education at Fairfield University
may have the answer for you!
We have a full program of credit and non-credit courses
offered in a variety of formats to fit your summer schedule.

Pre-Session
May 28 - June 3

First Four-Week Session
June 9-July 3

Second Four-Week Sessior

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
School of Continuing
Education

July 7-July 31

Post-Session
August 1-August 7

Call 203-254-4220 for information
and a catalog or visit us on the
web at; www.fairfield.edu

idea and composition. Both ren
der positive and negative space by
use of defined forms - Paul with
words, and Sean with shading.
Paul’s works, as they become more
succinct on the page create a stron
ger visual image as a whole.
Sean’s pieces are the most effec
tive when the body parts are the
least definable, creating that visual
tension that ties his whole series
together. The dialectic formed
between these two series is inter
esting, especially since it was not
planned as such and still works
well. Both look to redefine form
in their own vocabulary; text for
Paul and shading for Sean.
Both these young men saw their
thesis experience as one of a “sum
mation of your growth over the
four years here as an art major.”
Collins saw it as a learning expe
rience, with growth evident, espe
cially once it was finished. The
finished series is a documentation;
each drawing records a moment of
time. Cartelli looked forward to
this show since he first learned of
it in his freshman year. “Other
people have parties, popularity, but
this is my thing; no one else’s.
Anyone could do it, but they
haven’t. I did it.” These two men
offer their unique view of life and
share a part of that with us in this
show. Stop by and take a look - it
is worth your while; as it was
their’s to put it together in the first
place.

All last week, Phillips Memo
rial Library celebrated National
Library Week with unprecedented
enthusiasm. In the past, this week
of commemoration was only
minorly recognized, but this year
a special committee was created to
attract attention to the library’s as
sets and all it has to offer. One of
the committee members, Leslie
Lanzareri said, “We wanted to in
crease awareness of the impor
tance of the library on campus.”
In order to accomplish this, the
committee put in a lot of work and
effort to make it a special event.
You may have noticed a display on
the first floor of the library with
pictures of students, faculty, and
other Providence College employ
ees holding up books by their fa
vorite authors, with statements
about their choices. The photo
graphs, taken by Michael Kelly, an
art student at PC, were taken to
peak people’s interest in National
Library Week. One committee
member explained that when
choosing people to be included,
“we wanted to get a diverse group
of people associated with Provi
dence College to be featured in the
display, including people from
Food Services and Security, be
cause reading is for everyone to
enjoy.”
Among several of the efforts to
promote National Library Week, a
poetry reading was held on Friday,
April 18th from 1-3 PM in the pit

of Philips Memorial. This is the
very first poetry reading our library
has ever seen, and is meant to be
gin a tradition in getting more
people involved with the library
and in the literary community in
general. The reading attracted a
small, yet devoted group of stu
dents, faculty, and other poetry
fans. Several students from the
creative writing poetry workshops
taught by Bruce Smith and Jane
Perel read both original and previ
ously published works. Jean
Hopkinson, Chris Klival, and Phil
Hadrovic are just a few students
who read original works of poetry,
while Matt Bechtel and Marc
O’Brien read their original fiction
works. Coleen Fritz, Kira Feeney
and Caldwell Camero contributed
to the event by doing a critique of
the film The Accused which they
had done for their Women Studies
class. The event was successful
in showing how many people are
interested in forming an active cre
ative community, and revealed
how much talent exists among stu
dents. Hopefully this event will
get students interested and willing
to either contribute to or simply
attend future readings.
Several of the students that par
ticipated in this poetry reading will
have their work published in
Providence College’s literary jour
nal The Alembic which will go on
sale May 9th in Slavin for two dol
lars. Support your classmates and
look into the work of those who
could possibly become the literary
geniuses of the future. If not, there
will just be some good poetry.
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James and the Giant Whiplash
by Venessa Anderson '99
Asst. A&E Editor
“Prepare yourself for another
British invasion. As if....” Oh
wait. Trash that idea. That was
last week.
You know what? I am starting
to notice a trend in the way A&E
chooses its articles. Once we find
one groovy idea, we tend to dwell
on it. Well, for lack of originality,
and for lack of effort, I am going
to follow in the A&E’s
monondrum. But, I have to admit,
it’s not necessarily a bad thing be
cause frankly, this not-so-new
British invasion is James.
For all of you in musical outer
space, James is the British sextet
that has been rocking the world
since 1983. Named by Tim Booth,
lead vocalist, after the Irish writer,
James Joyce, James was born in
Manchester England. Guitarist
Larry Gott, Glennie, and drummer
Gavan Whelan had been playing
together for about a year before
they met Booth in a nightclub.
Currently the members include
David Baynton-Power on drums;
Tim Booth, vocals; Saul Davies on
the violin; Jim Glennie, bass; Larry
Gott, guitar; and Mark Hunter on
keyboard. Probably most popular
for its 1993 album, Laid, James
jumped into Americans heart with
its light-hearted self-titled hit that
became the number one playing
song on many radio-stations. But
things haven’t always been easy

for these six men.
In 1994 Brian Eno, a producer
of world renown fame for work
ing with the Talking Heads started
working with James after Booth
implored his help. Glennie com
mented in an interview with Glenn
Gregory of the L.A. Village View,
“In the past, on the things he

worked with, he has pulled the best
out of people and produced great
albums, but they’re not ‘Eno’s
I think it’s the same with

this (album). He makes you
work and play to your
strengths.” After working with
Eno for only six weeks, James’
admiration intesified when they
collaborated a bunch of impro
vised songs into the 1994
double album, Wah Wah, and
the 1993 album, Laid.
James fastened the seal of
its success with an appearance
at Woodstock II. Although, in
general, playing in front of
300,000 mud-drenched kids
wasn’t that enjoyable, some
good sprouted from the event.
The band found a weird barn
nearby where they did some
improvising and conceived the
seeds of Whiplash. The future
looked bright for James.
However, turmoil was lurk
ing around the corner for the
sextet, and it appeared on a
Thursday. The day band mem
bers refer to as “Black Thurs
day” was the day that one of
the founding members, Larry
Gott, declared that he could not
tour anymore. “Black Thurs
day” was the day the band
members realized they owed
five years and 150,000 dollars
in back taxes. “Black Thurs
day” was the day James almost
split up. Jim Glennie com
mented in one interview, “It
had been me, Tim and Larry for
hundreds of years. And when
Larry left it really altered the

Seniors: Get
Ready for
Done With
College
Fri May 2.
More Info
Coming!

was completely broken." The band
had to rebuild itself in a long and pain
ful journey.
The band decided to take a differ
ent approach recording their new al
bum. The musicians set up a studio
in Bayton-Power’s house where 5/6
of the members regrouped and rebuilt
themselves. Booth pursued a longstalled solo-project with film com
poser Angelo Badalamenti. Together
they released Booth and the Bad An
gel. The rest of the members dropped
in at different times and recorded their
individual
sounds and
Whiplash
was born
from their
anxiety and
survival.
The al
bum, itself,
is an in
credible
testimony of endurance. “Tomorrow,”
sets the mood of the CD. It is an il
lustration of James’ trials. It is admi
rable song that makes you understand
how strong this band really is. Their
message is to keep faith in tomorrow.
“Lost a Friend,” is another a mellow
song with a message proclaiming the
ambiguity of life. “Waltzing Along”
is a sweet song, which curiously
enough isn’t even in 3/4 time. An
other song to listen to is
“Greenpeace.” It has a bit of technoflavor that begins with a nostalgic
music box sound. Il’s a bitter song

ture. One of its lines is, “Gonna
suck the juices out of the world,
gonna treat her rough, it’s all she
deserves, she’s so cold to me,
gonna rape this world, with my
straight lines, gonna straighten her
out, because nature is just history.”
In general, Whiplash is an incred
ible album exploring many types
of music.
To everyone’s amazement,
James is a mercurial group that is
excellent in so many categories of
music. You can’t describe them as
solely
techno,
nor are
they all
mel
low.
They’re
just
good.
Part of
t h e
beauty of this group is their abil
ity to survive. Not many bands
could have survived a “Black
Thursday,” but because the Zenlike Booth was able to let go a
little, and the other members
pulled together James survived.
Their music their testament. Booth
commented to Cromelin of the Los
Angeles Times early this year,
“Ultimately, music is magic, and
we try to keep connecting with that
spirit of music rather than get side
tracked into any other cul-de-sac
about power or money or fame.”

Whiplash is an
incredible
testimony of
endurance.

THE PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
PRESENTS A COLLOQUIUM BY

MARK WOOD, Ph.D.
“Investigating Substance Abuse:
The Role ofPersonality Factors”
toKVEs. WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3OTH
TIME: 7:00 p.m.

J

PLACE:

MOORE HALL 3

DR. WOOD WILL DISCUSS THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN PERSONALITY FACTORS AND SUBSTANCE
USE DISORDERS. DR. WOOD WILL ALSO DISCUSS HOW
PERSONALITY CONSTRUCTS RELATE TO OTHER
PSYCHOSOCIAL PREDICTORS OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
BASED ON A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF COLLEGE
STUDENTS.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Trekking in Terra
Incognita
by Michael P. Sablone '98
A&E Editor
“Pure Imagination” Sung by
Gene Wilder from Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory. Quite a nice
song actually. It is sung by Wilder
upon the entrance of the children
to his chocolate room, where
dreams become reality, and real
ity becomes a dream: not unlike
the Blackfriars’ latest mainstage
production of Eric Overmyer’s
play On the Verge, or the Geogra
phy of Yearning. Directed by Mary
Farrell and starring a quintet of stu
dent actors, the play mixes illusion,
adventuring, women’s rights, pants
vs. skirts, all in a world that you
never knew existed.
A
timetravelling epic whose machine

space. By the end of the play they
are in good old 1955 (I think there
is a rule that 1955 is the apex of
time. Think Back to the Future.)
Along the way, they are visited by
eight “men”, who range from
Fanny’s husband Grover, to a Yeti,
to Gus an all American teenage
greaser in 1955. Alternating the
roles each night of the perfor
mance were Eric Cutler ’98 and
Stephen Radochia ’97.
Director Farrell had a sturdy
base to build on with her actors.
The three women worked wonder
fully together, reacting to each oth
ers quirks and outbursts with a
comic style of their own. Davis’
facial expressions were hysterical,
and she delivered her super long
list of future items with all the ease

the admiration of a women in love.
All three never cease to amaze me.
I’ve known them all for at least a
year and I still get captivated when
I see them perform.
The men had everything going
for them: well written parts that
were easy to understand (Alphonse
seemed loopy, so people could buy
it easier) and very comedic lines.
They provided great breaks to the
play and stole the scenes with their
over the top performances. Espe
cially deserving note were Cutler’s
Gus, Radochia’s Colombian drug
lord Mr. Coffee, and both Cutler’s
and Radochia’s disgustingly sleazy
job with Nicky Paradise — lounge
singer extraordiaire.
The set with which the actors
had to work with was amazing.

The costumes were phenom
enal. Made by Trudy Remissong
they were elaborate, layered gar
ments that helped you remember
that they started out in 1888. The
layering was fantastic, and the cos
tumes had surprises within. For
instance, Davis’ skirt became
pants when one panel was unbut
toned. (That sounds a lot sexier
then it needed to be.) The men’s
costumes left me speechless. In
particular the Yeti’s costume.
Think of a shorter, chubbier, grayer
Chewbacca. Only cooler. (My
roommate and I are trying to make
a replica so we can wear it around
town.) They had a tailor-made gas
attendant shirt for Gus, a Colom
bian drug lord / Panama Jack at
tire for Mr. Coffee, and a splendid
German airman’s outfit for
Alphonse.
I love lighting. It intrigues me
in a weird sort of way. The light
ing for this show had a warm glow
to it. The most impressive use of
lighting was a green pattern
thrown on for a jungle effect. It
gave the stage a gentle emerald
glow. The other wonderfully tacky
use of lights were four panels on
the stage which emitted red and
blue disco lights for Nicky
Paradise’s Bar and Grill. Some of
the effects did seem repetitive, but
not so much that it severely af
fected the flow of the play.
In addition to the lighting, the
sound aspects of the show worked
well. The looped tapes of jungle
noises gave the women something
else to react to, and gave the audi
ence the necessary sounds to make
them believe they were in ajungle.
(Another great use of sound was
the jungle noises supplied by the
off-stage cast members. I think
that if you put the noises on a CD
you could compete with John Tesh
for king of weird noises.) The
ethereal ambient noises used dur
ing monologues made you float
away with the actors. This worked
especially well with Kerrie Diana’s
monologues, which captivated the
audience. She got into the heart
of her character and when she got
swept away, so did the audience.
The only thing I didn’t like soundwise was the use of the 50’s lounge
songs sung at Nicky’s. I would
have preferred to see the men sing
the songs rather than hear snippets
of recorded lyrics. It didn’t quite
fit, even though they both lipsynched the songs with all the style
and grace of a real lounge singer.
In a play about imagination, the
reality is that On the Verge is an
other success for Blackfriars the
atre. The actors held the show to
gether: I cannot stress enough how
well they did with this show. They
took a hard to understand play and
made the most of it. All I can say
is “ wow . .. wow ... WOW ...”

The cast of On the Verge (sans men):Megan Gibbons as Fanny, Amanda Davis as Mary ,and
Kerrie Diana as Alex.
is the Blackfriars stage.
On the Verge is about imagi
nation, so your brain has to be in
good working order creatively.
Along those same lines, the play
can get wordy. When a play is
wordy, if your vocabulary skills
aren’t keen, you can miss what the
actors are talking about. Some of
the references can fly by you, but
for the most part even if you
missed a few cultural quirks, you
still walked away knowing that
you enjoyed yourself.
The play is about three women
(Megan Gibbons ’98 as Fanny,
Amanda Blake Davis ’98 as Mary,
and Kerrie Lynn Diana ’98 as
Alexandra) and their journey. The
three women are explorers and set
out from Terra Incognita in 1888
to find fortune and fame through
their travels. They end up jump
ing forward in time, as well as

and grace of a eloquent speaker.
Her comedic talent is one that has
been long overlooked and she
completed a hat trick for this year,
with starring roles in Fiddler on the
Roof (as Golde), For Whom the
Southern Belle Tolls (as Amanda)
along with On the Verge as Mary
she completes the hat trick on a
high note. Diana’s outbursts of
wrong words (“I am delicious!...
I mean delirious, not delicious.”)
were hysterical and spoken with
true conviction. Gibbons got to
say some of the more absurd lines
from the play (“In the jungle I was
known as Bebe Buana.”) as well
as show emotion and romance with
Nicky and Grover. Her emotion
was heartfelt and not awkward.
When I first read the play the char
acter of Grover seemed a bit
underdevloped. Gibbons help
bring Grover to life by giving him

Vince Sansalone’s puzzle-piece set
construction designed by David
Cabral’s gave the audience a strong
basis to grasp what the women
were dealing with and at the same
time left enough to the imagina
tion. A common element to
Sansalone’s sets and Cabral’s de
sign is their dual nature. They’ll
frequently hide holes where ob
jects suddenly become something
radically different. For instance,
holes in the set became posts for
the beach umbrella and also for a
tent. The zip line was used twice
in the performance: the women
came swooping in, thrown into the
action. The set had enough facets
to it to keep it interesting through
out the performance. I still think
that Vince Sansalone and David
Cabral do an absolutely incredible
job of transforming the theatre into
a completely different environ
ment.
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STOMP
By Eric Cutler’98
A&E Writer
“Have you ever heard of
STOMP?” That’s a question that
I have been asking everybody
lately, ever since I found out that
the sensational percussion show
was making its way to Providence.
Most people that I have talked to
are familiar with the show and ev
erybody is excited about its arrival
at the Providence Performing Arts
Center. Rhode Island has defi
nitely caught STOMP fever, mak
ing this weekend’s shows the most
anticipated event at the PPAC
since, well, last April’s STOMP
show.
For those who do not know
about STOMP, here is some infor
mation. STOMP is a percussion
show where the performers “make
a rhythm out of anything we can
get our hands on that makes a
sound,” says co-founder / director
Luke Cresswell. Those items
might include stiff-bristle brooms,
Zippo-lighters, garbage cans, and
hub caps. All of these things are
transformed into musical instru
ments on-stage.
There are three STOMP tours
currently dazzling audiences
throughout the world’s and one
off-Broadway group that stays in
New York. Among the four
groups, they have a lot of ground
to cover. They have made their
presence known. Rave reviews for
STOMP have been pouring in non
stop from such fabulous celebri
ties as David Lee Roth, “Big Bad
Mama” Angie Dickenson, Gordon
Elliott, Howard Hessemen, and
Screw magazine publisher A1
Goldstein.
STOMP has also made its way
into television and music, making
show-stopping appearance on
“The 68th Annual Academy
Awards,” “The Late Show with
David Letterman,” “Live! with
Regis and Kathie Lee” and “Mis
ter Rogers Neighborhood.” Mu
sically they have donated the tal
ents to Quincy Jones’ CD “Q’s
Jook Joint” and to the soundtrack
to the Lori Petty hit, Tank Girl.
The fine performers of STOMP
have not done all this without re
ceiving their fair share of awards
and accolades. STOMP was
awarded the prestigious Oliver
Award for Best Choreography.
(The Oliver is England’s answer
to the Tony.) They have also re
ceived an Obie Award and a Drama
Desk Award for Unique Theatre
Experience.
You too can have a unique the
atre experience if you are lucky
enough to get tickets for STOMP.
Show times this weekend at the
Providence Performing Arts Cen
ter are Friday at 8pm, Saturday at
5pm and 9pm, and Sunday at 3pm.
Call the PPAC at 421-ARTS for
details.

ORDER FORM

YES!

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!

I want Credit Cards iKuediately- 1004* GUARANTEED!
CREDITHAX, P0 BOX 468432, ATLANTA, GA 31146

No Credit. No Job. Ho Parent-Signer. No Security Deposit!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of The Most Widely Used

Credit Cards In The World Today

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

Name
Address

c*9--------------------- ------------------------------ Sac___________ Zip

/

Phooel

)

Signature

Guaranteed SI0.000 in Credit!
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The Following seniors have returned their pledge
cards for the 1997 Senior Class Giving Program. On
behalf of those students who will benefit from your
Julie Abenante
Sandra Abreu
fcofcyXa, generosity, thank you!
Ryan Ricciardi
Michael Adorno
Megan Allocca
Ann Anastasia
Brian Antonelli
Liam Apostol
Kendra Arnold
Kristen Ash
Andrew Attelienti
Erin Aucella
Patrick Austin
Chris Axelson
Jennifer Azevedo
Brian Barbeau
Timothy Barone
Meegan Barry
Kristen Barry
Sarah Barszcz
John Beecher
Neil Bennett
Elizabeth Benson
Tony Bibik
Matthew Billings
Shaun Billion
Meghan Biscone
Jennifer Blair
Deanna Blanchard
Carol Bodden
Thomas Bongiomo
Michelle Boozang
Stacey Borona
Shane Bossang
Jaqueline Botting
John Boyle
Stefan Brannare
Tamara Brogan
David Brown
Justin Brown
Melanie Brown
Ryan Brown
Sal Bruzzese
William Buchicchio
Jamie Buck
Molly Buckley
Joseph Burke
Sarah Burre
John Bussolari
Christopher Buteau
Emily Byers
Andrew Byron
Kaitlyn Cafferky
Betsy Callahan
Carla Callini
Kimberly Caloura
Julie Camardo
Christine Cameron
Elizabeth Capano
Jonathon Caparso
Courtney Capizzo
Jennifer Carbone
Abram Cardoza
Danielle Carney
Mark Carrano
Kathleen Carroll
Michaela Carroll
Robert Cartwright
Claire Cassidy
Debra Cerundolo

Rebecca Chwalek
John Cimino
Candace Coccaro
Deirdre Cogan
Shannon Coleman
Todd Coleman
Susan Collins
Anne Comeaux
Lori Ann
Compagnone
Bill Conron
Nicholas Coppa
Kerri Corbett
Rebecca Corson
Patrick Costello
Margaret Cotter
Chris Coulis
Gina Coyne
Jesse Craine
MaryEllen Creamer
Courtney Cremens
Adam Crook
Ryan Crowley
Jennifer Cubeta
Michael Cullum
Glen Cunningham
Sean Cunningham
Melissa Curren
Jody Curtis
Szabolcs Czike
Eileen D’Agasta
Carrie D’Angelo
Noelle Daigneault
Craig Daniel
Mark Dankenbrink
Richard Datz
John Davenport
Amy David
Jonathon Davis
Joe DeAngelis
James DeDonato
Jennifer Deering
Danielle Delaney
Stephanie Denis
Christine Diano
Nicole DiBello
Hillary DiCarlo
Travis Dillabough
Kim Dion
Courtney Dolan
Kevin Dolan
Erica Donahue
Craig Donnelly
Michael Donnelly
Julie Dossena
Colleen Doyle
Courtney Driscoll
Juli-Ann Drozdowski
Lisa Durica
Rebecca Dunphey
Sherri Dupuis
Elizabeth Duryea
Joy Emerson
William Ewell
Julie Fahey
Kathleen Farley
«■ •» w

««

Michael James
Jeffrey Jones
Terrence Joyce
Elizabeth Kaicher
John Kaminski
Jason Kane
Peter Karalekas
Chris Keenan
Gillian Kelley
Brian Kelley
Kathleen Kennedy
Nicholas Kent
Ryan Kinski
Chritopher Klivak
Jason Kuzia
Matthew Labadia
Matthew LaCava
Adam Lambert
Michael Landers
Jamie Lantinen
Nicole Larrivee
Charles Laverty
Brian Lavoie
Christopher Leahy
Matthew Leclair
Becky Loftus
Emily Logue
Noel Looser
Fernanda Lopes
Ryan Lott
Katherine Luciani
Carol Lukasik
Elizabeth Lutynski
Amanda Lynch
Mark Lynch
Monique MacGillivary
Amy MacPherson
Mara Maddalone
Jamie Magnani
Marta Makuc
Ian Maloney
Carl Maltese
Andrew Manca
Michael Manning
Stephen Maresca
Justin Marsh
Natalie Martin
Vincent Martino
Sandra Martucchia
Bill Masterson
Elizabeth Mathieu
Jennifer Matthews
Kelly McAndrews
Lisa McAuffle
Brendan McCormick
Timothy McFadden
Caitlen McGrath
Michael McKay
Todd McKeating
Katie McKeown
Sharon McMahon
Stephan McMurray
Patricia McNeice
Ellen McNulty
Andrea Medeiros
Michael Midwood

Colleen Faulker
Kira Feeny
Douglas Feliciano
John Fennell, Jr.
Kristen Ferdinandsen
Jeffrey Ferrucci
Suzannah Fetkowitz
Jessica Fiedler
Kevin Finnerty
Beth Flagen
Sheila Flanagan
Pedro Fonseca
Jessica Forzese
Amanda Fresulone
Meggan Freytag
Michael Friess
Darron Frisina
Tracy Fusco
Elaine Gagliarducci
Marc Gagnon
Christopher
Gallagher
Kimberly Gallagher
Mark Gasbarro
Kevin Gazda
Amy Gicewicz
Hal Gill
Maureen Gillespie
Nick Guidice
Christopher Golomb
Vera Gomes
Jeffrey Gould
Calece Greeley
Steph Greene
Ta Juan Greene
Nathan Greiner
Elizabeth Grogan
Michele Groven
Michael Guthrie
Russell Guzior
Sean Halligan
Jennifer Hallisey
Katie Hamblett
E. Bliss Hansen
Michael Harrington
Catherine Hartigan
Patrick Hatcher
Shana Healey
Jeremy Healey
Kara Healy
Joel Heberlien
Rebecca Hennessey
Melissa Hermann
John Hicinbothem
Stacy Hoag
Christopher Hodgins
Maureen Hogan
Jean Hopkinson
Heather Horton
Leslie Hrinda
Patricia Hughes
Susan Hull
Jennifer Hussey
Monica Iannarone
Kelly Ingargiola
Chris Ivany
jr

«.•
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Amy Miller
Christian Miller
Ted Miller
Stacy Milliken
DianaMlynarski
Maura Molloy
Gerardo Montenegro
Kelly Moore
Kerry Mroczka
Pamela Muldowny
Kelly Muller
Nicole Murphy
Nora Nakhleh
Mary Murphy
Michael Nardella
Peter Nash, Jr.
Pamela Naymie
Sean Newth
Nicole Nobilini
Alison Norkus
Norah O’Beirne
Christine O’Brien
James O’Brien
Kathleen O’Brien
Laurie O’Brien
Meghan O’Brien
Joe O’Connell
Kara O’Conner
Michael O’Conner
Lisa Mary O’Donnell
Joan O’Dwyer
Cathy O’Flynn
Karim O’Hearn
Erin O’Leary
Christine O’Malley
Tara O’Neill
Cathy Olender
Allana Ortiz
Jennifer Osgood
Dany Oung
Peter Overzat
Bernie Owens
Elaine Pagliarulo
Scott Palmieri
Stephen Pannone
Sarah Parsons
Amy Peltier
Melissa Perreira
Michael Pescatello
Brian Pettinato
Amy Pettine
Karl Phillips
Jen Piehler
Patricia Pierce
Jennie Pillion
Emily Pinto
Susan Pires
Maribeth Plourde
Kristina Ponte
Maura Quinn
Maureen Quinn
Stephen Radochia
Paul redman
Robert Regan
John Reid
Brian Reilly
Tammy Reina

Megan Richardson
Michael Robin
Helena Rodrigues
Ann Rossettie
Richard Rossi
David Ruhly
Michael Rylant
Kathleen Schanne
Elizabeth Schoetz
Michelle Schreiber
Andrew Schreiner
Jessica Scott
Mary Shaffrey
Courtney Shahood
Kevin Shannon
Keith Shine
Lisa Simao
Colette Slover
Lea Smimiotis
Jeffrey Smith
Molly Smith
Megan Soehner
Minas Soghomonian
Holly Solomita
Jason Spinard
Mattie Squatrito
Jennifer Squires
Susy St. Laurent
Jared Staubach
Kristen Stevens
Karen Steves
Gordon Stewart
Carolyn Stokes
Stephanie Storozuk
Kimberly Strain
Amy Sullivan
Paul Sullivan
Sarah Syner
Danielle Tache
Claire Temple
Allison Terray
tracy Tesoriero
Brian Thayer
Karen Thomas
Stephen Tibbits
Karen Tilburg
Marc Tortora
Kevin Tracey
Melissa Tucker
Mark Valahovic
Jason Vallee
Ryan Vallee
Rebecca Vassallo
Jennifer Vincola
Michael Wallace
Michael Walsh
Susan Walsh
David Wealy
John Weber
Siobhan Wheeler
Megan Whiteside
Kathryn Wilson
Anne Wolff
Roy Woodton
G. Michael Wright
Peter Youssef
Ronald Zangari, Jr.
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

fire you an M-Flles groupie?
Come and see the inspiration
behind our favorite show!

April 24,1997

You can still get involved In
Student Congress!
TRY OUT FOR AN
APPOINTED POSITION!
The new Executive Board will he Interviewing
Anyone intersted, any year for the following

Scully

y'&Opjjj
Cigarette Man

Go inside the criminal mind
with
________ Robert Ressler________

from the
Chav Cain's Office
Come to the Cast
(grotto Mass ofthe year
Sunday, April 27th

4:30 pm

‘Barheopjte tofoffawH!
Celebrate the end of
the year at P.C.

f messagefrom SfECP 1
We, ofStfEV 1, wish the Class
of 97at (P.C much success in
ad theirfuture endeavors.
(During this time of
celehration, please thinkjjefore
youdrinh. You have a bright
future aheadofyou.
gOCCD LVCK

congressional committee heads

-LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
-LOBBYIST
-OFF CAMPUS RESIDENCE
ASSOCIATION
-ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
-SOCIAL
-CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
-STUDENT LIFE
-BILL OF RIGHTS
-FOOD
-PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE
-PUBLIC RELATIONS
-ELECTIONS
-COURSE DESCRIPTION
-CHRISTMAS IN APRIL
-STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION LIASON
-CAMPUS IMPROVEMENTS
Interviews will be on Tuesday April
29th and Wednesday April 30th.
Come and sign up in the
Congress office, Slavin 109

CONGRATULATIONS!
'98 Commencement Core!!
Chair: AMY MADDEN
Formal Chair: JENNIFER MULLEN
Special Events: MEG DICHELLO
HEATHER MARTINO
Publicity Chairs: ERIN KING
ANDREA MASTELLONE
Entertainment Chair: STEPHEN LENZ
Photography Chair: GENEVIEVE
MARRIN
Video Chairs: BETH GREGORY
MARC RICCI

Peace Day CeIeBraiion!!!
1 lAM-5pM
ThuRsdAy, May 1 sr
Lower SkviN
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

B.O.P. presents...*
©LW AW W
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TROyiWEMVE
CO£££&E lVOM£M
S'TWDIZS WRO&RAM
presents...

Friday, April 25th
6pm-12am mVsic
[i

Featuring
m ttttwi Assirn

Jriday, May 2nd
Moore Mad III
3:oo-5:ooj>m

FOOD AND BEER W/ ID

Did you know... Your tax dollars are
funding a U.S. Army School that has
trained Latin American soldiers who have
committed massacres of entire
communities, assassinations, rapes, tor
ture, and "disappearances.”

Join Pax Christi and others in a vigil to
close the Army School of Americas.
Friday, April 25th 4:30-5:30pm at the
Federal Reserve Building (downtown)

If you need a ride, call Sarah at 273-5303

i" Attention Class of'97 ]
! COMMENCEMENT!
! BIDS ON SALE !
! THIS WEEKinn !
! *$110 per couple* ■
Room 120
Lower Slavin
10:00-4:30

!
!

Slavin Lawn
9pm
Sunday, April 27th

Speeches on Social Work,
Economics, Education, Philosophy,
and Asian Studies

Want to see the
Seniors graduate?
Volunteer at Commencement
Stay ON CAMPUS an
extra week
FREE room and board

Sign up in the Congress office
Slavin 109

Absolute Unity Jam
$2 with college ID
Saturday, April 26th
Stuart's
9pm-lam
Beer wl ID!
Pool Tournament!
Music!
Food!

>

! Check or money order ;
- ---------------- ------------------------- J

S CREAM

'

'Women's Studies

OWJ'dW

!
!
!

1QQ7 S}

Pax Christi presents...
A lecture on
PRISON VIOLENCE AND
PRISON MINISTRY

MONDAY, APRIL 28TH @ 7:30PM IN SLAVIN 203
Joseph Stanley, chaplain at Barnstables
House of Corrections and two former
residents will share their experiences
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"What's your favorite
Cowl memory??"

Mary Shaffrey- Editor-in-Chief
"Partying with the Toxic Twins"

Amy Rodrigues- Asst. Editorial Editor
"On assignment in Charlotte...........

Mike Sullivan- Editorial Staff
"My first clash with John J. Olohan ’95!!"

Jamie Lantinen- Editorial Editor
"The weekly thoughts, wisdom and suggestions of R.P.D. 73."

Betsy Duryea- Editorial Staff
with Paul, the driver of the phat black Lincoln Continental!"

Pieter J. Ketelaar- Sports Staff
"The time John Carchedi threw me over his shoulder and ran
around Slavin after he heard I go accepted at Columbia
University’s Graduate School of Journalism!"

Jen Piehler- Photo Editor
" 'Shooting' people!”

Pat Canole- Features Staff
"Having Eric Cutler's love child and getting to say
"panties" in my article!"

Matty & Rizzo: "Congratulations and good luck to the Cowl seniors!!"

etc.
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Pgr Jimmy Love’s Pizza
& Tennessee Fried Chicken
600 Douglas Avenue
(Ncxl to Club Eagles & CVS)

2 Piece, withFrench Fries & Cole Slaw
3 Piece, withFrench Fries & Cole Slaw
4 Piece, withFrench Fries & Cole Slaw

Leg, Thigh
Breast, Leg, Wing
Breast, Leg, Thigh, Wing

3.79
4.89
6.09

8 Pc.
12 Pc.
16 Pc.

9.19
1.3.00
18.00

14.19*
20.00*
26.50*

"Includes French Fries, Cole Slaw & Garlic Bread

PIZZA
10"
.3.75
4.74
5.49
6.24
6.99

Cheese
1 Topping
2 Toppings
3 Toppings
4 Toppings

PASTA
Sauce
Meatball
Veal/Chicken Parm.
Sausage
Cheese Ravioli
w/ Chicken Cutlet

16"
7.99
8.99
9.99
10.99
11.99

Jimmy's Deluxe
Anv 8 hems $14.99

3.75
4.75
5.50
4.75
4.50
add l .25

SALADS

Greek
Chef
Garden

STEAK
Sm.

Lge.

Cheese
3.50
4.75
Pepper
3.50
4.75
Onion
3.50
4.75
Mushroom
3.70
4.90
Jimmy Bomb*
4.95
5.95
★Cheese, Peppers, Onions, Mushrooms

4.50
4.50
2.99

TOPPINGS
Extra Cheese, Pepperoni, Mushroom,
Black Olives, Onions, Green Peppers,
Sausage, Spinach, Ham, Pineapple,
Anchovies, Bacon, Meatballs

& Salami

DINNER
Chicken Fingers
Gyro
Bacon Burger
w/ Cheese
Buffalo Wings with French Fries

5.50
5.90
4.95
5.50
5.50

APPETIZERS
Buffalo Wings (Dozen)
Mozzarella Sticks (l/2Pound)
Seasoned Wedges
With Cheese
Garlic Bread With Cheese
Dough Boys
Nachos (Tortilla Chips, Cheese <5 Saba)

p_----------------------- _
3 Piece Chicken 1 12 Piece Chicken
$099 (Reg. $4.89)
$1199
ror
I I
Plus Tjx

Includes: French Fries,
Cole Slaw & Garlic Bread
With Coupon Only
e Combined Wnh Any Other Oiler
Expires 5/15/97

FREE

plus Tax

Get A Small 10" Cheese Pizza

FREE

(Additional Toppings 50<)

Super Nachos (Tortilla Chips, Chili
& Cheese, Olives, Hot Peppers, Sour
Cream & Salsa)
4.50
St IBS

Italian
Ham & Cheese
Salami
Turkey Breast
Pastromi
Roast Beef
Chicken Parm.
Veal Parm.
Meatball
Veggie
BLT
Sausage

Sm.

Lge.

2.99
2.99
2.99
2.99
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25
3.65
4.25
3.65
3.65

4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
4.65
5.25
4.65
4.65

EXTRAS
Spinach Pie 2.25 With Cheese $3.25
Baklava
1.75
Soup Of The Day With Garlic Bread
2.75
Cheese Cake
$ 1.99 With Topping
$2.25
Brownies Or Cookies
.99 each

With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined Wnh Any Other Otter
Expires 5/15/97

Pick-Up Special
Large Cheese Pizza

Any Large Sub
French Fries
& Soda

Buy Any Large Pizza
And Get The Second
One Of Equal Or
Lesser Value For

$C50

$C95

P -s Tai
With Coupon Onlx
Cannot
With Anx Other Oiler
..............Be Combined
.
I xpiiex 5/15/97

4

I

20 Piece Chicken 1 Large 16” Cheese
Pizza • 2 Sodas
c $1Q99
For
I 5/Pius Tax
$-799
Get A Large 16" Cheese Pizza
For J Pius Tax
FREE
(Additional Toppings $1 00)
With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined Wnh Any Other Offer
Expires 5/15/97

With The Purchase Of A
Large Pizza At Regular Price

I

— — — — — — — — — —T-

With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Ci»mhined With Any Other Oiler
Expires 5/15/97

Small Cheese Pizza

55 llh C.Hip.'tt Only
Combined 55 uh Am Other Oiler
I xpttes S'|A''i7

3.99
3.99
L75
2.75
l .95
1.00
2.99

Pius Ta

Expires M15/97

'f *

y

351-1819
Fax 351-5604
FREE Delivery

TENNESSEE FRIED CHICKEN SPECIALS

e
e
I
i
v
e

For Fast Service Call:

tel

$099
P us Tax

h Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined 55 uh Anx Other Oiler
Expirvx 5/15/97

I
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End of
the Road
Reason I don’t wear hats more of
ten: they make my ears stick out

every single meal and still not pay
as much as you would on the meal
plan over the course of a semester.
Just ask Matt Smith.

Least listened to radio station on
Thursday nights during E.R. and
Seinfeld: 9I.3FMWDOM

Number of times I’ve heard “Hey
Pal, I really liked your article” this
year: 27

Best alternative to over-hyped
Thursday night popular culture:
91.3 FM WDOM

From other people: 3

Number of articles I wrote about
my job search: 91.3

Roving Questions I’d like to see:

Sullivan

by Patrick Canole '97
Features Writer

Here it is: my semi-annual, end
of the semester wrap up. Hope you
enjoy it (and I promise no whin
ing).
Best article: the
(I know I’ve used that one before,
but I felt the need to share it with a
whole new generation of readers)
Best Cowl jeans: Wranglers

Best albums from the last four
years: Beck, Ode lay, Moby, Ev
erything is Wrong-, Pavement,
Crooked Reign, Crooked Reign',
Nirvana, In Utero

Best “X-Files” episode: the one
where something really weird hap
pens, Mulder comes up with a bi
zarre explanation right away, and
Scully doesn’t really believe him
and tries to explain the event in a
more scientific way. That one, and
the one where the government lies
to us.

Percent decline in the quality of
my articles over the last few
weeks: 91.3
Club activity I’m really going to
miss: The Cowl (I bet you thought
I was going to say “91.3 WDOM”
again. Ha. Not after this semes
ter.)

Topics I never got around to ad
dressing in my column and feel the
need to put my two cents worth in
on:

Biggest surprise reported in The
Cowl this year: notonly are James
T. Kirk and George Lucas part of
the class of *97, they have even
returned their pledge cards for the
Senior Class Giving Program (see
page 22 of the April 17 issue of
the Cowl).

- The controversy over why classes
can’t be double counted towards a
major and a minor (What? Don’t
encourage them to expand their
horizons!). By that way of think
ing, shouldn’t CIV be split up into
four different classes? (Oh God,
please, nobody take that idea seri
ously).

Best “boy meets lesbian” comedy
in theaters right now: Chasing
Amy

- What is that little white house
right between Slavin and the cem
etery there for? It scares me.

Best mashed potatoes:
Market

- Do the people eating lunch in the
Friars Club office see us when we
walk by and look in? I don’t think
they see can out. You must have
to be on the inside to be acknowl
edged.

Boston

Best onion rings: Persi’s Pizza
Thing I’m going to miss most
about college: all the free e-mail
and Internet access I want.

Best Phil Collins album:
Jacket Required

No

My biggest wish for 1997: peace
between Res. Life and Mike

by Lori D. McCrevan '99
Features Editor
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- Why does the meal plan cost
about $7 per meal and they give
you $4.75 worth of food? And
why do you have to pay for
skipped meals? Doesn’t it make
more sense to pay for one meal at
a time? You could order out for

From myself: 24

- Why do PC students think it’s
cool to pretend they aren’t inter
ested in school? Or that they drink
a lot? Don’t you think that just
makes them look stupid?
- Are you wearing clean under
wear? Should we believe you?
- Did you ever eat so much raw
cookie dough it made your throat
hurt, even though you know you
shouldn’t be eating it in the first
place? No? Me neither.
- Do you really know the person
next to you? (Because we’re go
ing to photograph you with that
person and everyone is going to
think you’re really good friends
when they see that picture.)

Finally, I’d like to thank God, my
family and friends, the professors
who have been helpful to me, the
strange girls next door, my room
mates, past, present and future, (es
pecially that moody A&E editor
who is always tired and hungry for
allowing me to try being “bi-sec
tional” once in a while and encour
aging me to join The Cowl in the
first place), anyone who has ever
edited one of my articles for me,
that guy who sits in the computer
lab all day, some of the more pleas
ant Dominicans I’ve known over
the years, Security Officer #23 for
helping me with my car one day,
and my dog Duke.
Look for me writing letters to the
editor next year under my alias
Russell P. Canole. Good luck to
next year’s staff. Thanks for read
ing.

The End

I forgot the combination to my room this week. I actually stood in front of my door, trying to remember
which numbers would open it. Then, I realized that I never learned them — I knew which buttons to push,
but could not fathom what numbers they were. I could tell you my combination from last year, not that that
has any relevance to anything. I typed in the right combination at some point, but I forgot it again last night.
I scare myself sometimes.
As I strolled home from the Cowl office early Wednesday, I was struck with how peaceful the world
seemed at three AM. It was warm, quiet, and serene. I wanted to share the morning with someone, but the
Security Guard seemed to be the only one that was awake. I think I surprised him or amused him when I
waved hello.. Maybe I woke him up, who knows? Nevertheless, laughter is necessary. No, I am not afraid of
being assaulted.
I came to the conclusion that I want to be a freshman again. It was all so easy. I never thought that I did
homework, but I did. I ate breakfast, lunch, and dinner with my friends. I could run down the hall when I
wanted to procrastinate. I worked a couple hours a week and still had enough money to live. I watched TV
and sat in the hallway to talk to my sister. I longed for the little things that assumed meant nothing. I pierced
my ear five times for the fun of it. Now, I have become disappointingly neutral about the whole college
experience. I schedule time to sleep, but sometimes I forget to breathe.
I have forgotten that time does move forward, even when it seems as though it is standing still. People
have said that I am starting to look my age. I disagree with them , but that is beyond the point. I have started
to act my age — I cannot be eighteen forever. That would be too easy. I have always had goals, but never
really thought about achieving them. My list for the future looks good on paper, but needs to be experienced.
My plans were for the future, but it keeps getting closer. I find myself planning to study or do something
intelligent more than I think about having fun. I think I forgot how — the highlight of my night would be
watching Loveline on MTV. Watch it. It’s funny.
We live in a haven of idealism. We forget that there are things that are happening outside of this campus.
We cannot hide here forever, although may appear to be the easiest choice. We need to live in the real world
where it is necessary to fear tomorrow. Sometimes pessimism is an important element of life. My advice:
stay up late at least once a week, accept epiphanies, and live for today but remember that tomorrow is closer
than you want to admit.

You Did
What?
by Ali Fallon '98
Features Writer
“Which kind of water has more
calories in it, Evian, Poland
Spring, or the plain kind from the
tap?” Hmm, now lets think for a
second, have you ever known of
water to have calories? Believe it
or not, one of my cousins, in all
seriousness asked this question one
day. I don’t think that anyone will
ever let her live it down. But there
are often times when people do or
say things that really leave you
wondering about their sanity. Sure
everyone has their moments when
they will ask a stupid question or
do something dumb that they later
stop and ask why did I just do that?
I am not just talking about mistak
enly locking your keys in the car,
or waiting in line for half an hour
in the grocery store only to realize
that you forgot all of your money
and credit cards. I’m speaking of
really absurd situations where you
are left totally bewildered.
For example, consider the fol
lowing example. We all know that
a computer disk is a hard, square
object of about three and a half
inches and a fax machine is piece
of office equipment that is used to
transmit paper copies of docu
ments. Now, would you ever think
of trying to push a disk into a fax
machine? I would hope that this
would immediately seem like a
completely irrational thing to do.
While I’m sure that it does to most
people, I learned last summer that
you can never be too sure that we
are all on the same wavelength.
Last summer I worked as a cus
tomer service assistant at a com
puter company. One morning I
received a phone call from a
gentleman wishing to register his
new computer software. I told him
that he would need to fax me a
copy of his disks as proof of own
ership. He was eager to have the
product registered and promised to
fax me immediately. So, I was
somewhat surprised that I never
received a thing from him. The
following morning what I did re
ceive was an irate phone call from
him explaining why. I couldn’t
believe my ears. Apparently, the
gentleman, who was actually a
doctor, had attempted to fax me his
actual disk. Not surprisingly, in the

process of trying to perform this
ridiculous maneuver, he broke his
fax machine. Wouldn’t it seem
logical that someone who could
graduate from medical school,
would have realized that forcing a
plastic disk through a machine
obviously made for use with pa
per would not work? Apparently
not. Gives me a lot of confidence
in the rational of the medical pro
fession. What, did the secretary
call in sick?
I guess that I shouldn’t be pok
ing fun. I can’t deny that I am
guilty of doing many stupid things.
All of us are. Although she’ll prob
ably kill me for publicly writing
this, here goes a story about my
own mother. One Thanksgiving
she brought the turkey that she had
made for our entire family outside
to load into the car. Since she had
to move some items in the car
around, she placed the turkey on
the roof of the car and left it there.
Actually she forgot all about it

The gentleman,
who was actually
a doctor, had
attempted to fax
me his actual disk.
until we started to drive down the
street and the huge splat of our tur
key hitting the pavement reminded
her that she had never taken the
turkey off the roof of the car. It
was the first, and hopefully only
time, that my family enjoyed pizza
for Thanksgiving dinner.
Or, what about when people
walk right into glass doors think
ing that nothing is there? Or, one
of the guys who I work with so
deftly decided to throw his half
empty soda cup out of the window
as he was driving. Problem was,
he forgot to open the window and
ended up covered in soda and ice.
I could go on and on with more
stories, but I think that you get the
idea. After reading this article, I
hope that you never try to actually
fax a disk or forget that you left
the turkey on the roof. And watch
out for glass doors and windows,
they can really surprise you some
times.

CANCUN.
JAMAICA &
'NASSAU $399-00
L
AU /NCIU5IVE
• TRANS

• HOTEL (20 to

choose°from)

• 2 FREE Meals Daily
• 3 Hrs 'REE Drinks

Every Night
• VIP Cover To ALL Clubs

TOLL FREE

888) 244-3733
Discounts AGrook Specials'
Ask How You Can novel FRESH
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Your
Friendly
Friar

What's in
a Name?
by Jason D'Acchiloi '00
Feautres Writer
I’ve finally come to a conclu
sion about the bathroom— its the
place where all great thoughts oc
cur. I can’t even begin to tell you
how many times I’ve solved com
plex chemical problems while
singing in the shower (although
that’s probably more than you need
to know). Just the other day a great
revelation came to me as I was
washing my hair, its one which is
bound to have a profound impact
upon the history of the world as
We know it. What if John F.
Kennedy had been born as
Mortimer Diphthong? Or, more
specifically, “what’s in a name?”
Think about this for a minute
— would all the great men and
Women in history have had the
same impact without their names?
A name can either make or break
a person. It can doom him to a life
of brutal jokes (hey, I can’t help it
if one of Jethro Tull’s bass play

McAdoo: A charming and dedi
cated woman reduced to a Disney
character.
Arnold Schwarzenegger as
Percevil Primwater: From beef
cake to buttercup, and then some.
Ghengis Khan as “Studs”
Wclienski: Makes you less apt to
get yourself disemboweled in
battle for the guy, doesn't it ?
Virgil as Vinny “the Epic”
Bombali: I tend to doubt The
Aeneid would have become the
classic it did if it were penned by a
Goodfellas reject.
Florence Nightingale as
Kandy, with a “K”: Moving on...
Richard Nixon as John F.
Kennedy: Forget names, this guy
needed a new body.
Billy Bob Thornton as Billy
Bob Thornton: How the Hell did
this guy get nominatedfor an Os
car? A rare exception indeed...
So there you have it! Now ask
yourself — how do you rank in
the name game? Are you destined
for great things, or were you meant

Would you have elected John F.
Kennedy if he had been named
Mortimer Diphthong?
ers, no matter how good he was,
happened to be John Glascock), or
it can lead him to greatness (you
just can’t beat a name like
Desiderius Erasmus). Would you
have elected John F. Kennedy if he
had been named Mortimer Diph
thong? Imagine (or at least humor
nie for the rest of the article) how
important the following would
have been if they had been named
otherwise:
Albert Einstein as Biff Turkle:
The theory of relativity as ex
plained by someone who sounds
like he’s a quarterback for the
Dallas Cowboys? I don 'I think so.
Eleanor Roosevelt as Lulu

to be the kind of guy (or girl)
whose name is so inane that the
only way a person could possibly
guess it would be to write an ar
ticle about it so ridiculous, its be
lievable? If you haven’t figured it
out by now, then chances are
you’re the latter. And what about
me, the great Jason D’Acchioli? I
guess there are two possibilities for
such a name: I could either be the
person to make Cold Fusion work
as I simultaneously discover the
Grand Unification Theory or I
could become a partially lobotomized flight attendant. Only time
will tell.

Register now for
summer classes in
Providence or Kingston!
For a Summer Course Schedule,
cali 401-277-5000.
TDD 401-277-5020.

Summer Term I: May 19 - June 21
Summer Term II: June 23 - July 26

University of
Rhode Island
The Providence Center
80 Washington St, Providence, RI 02903

Thought of
the Week

All good
things
must
come to
and end.

Dear Friendly Friar,
A close male friend told me that he wanted us to be "more than
friends. ” He said that he really wanted more from our relationship, but
I said no. I didn’t think I liked him in that way but now that he has a new
girlfriend, I’m insanely jealous. Have I made a mistake?
Reject and Regret,
A.M.

Dear A.M.
I highly doubt that you made a
mistake. What we have here is a
classical case of “I-lust-after-whatI-cannot-have.” As long as this
psychological ailment does not es
calate to include stalking, we’re all
good. You could look at it as “The
Grass is always Greener” Syn
drome. When suffering from this,
other people’s food looks yummier, other people’s classes are
easier and other people’s boy
friends, who previously were
about as attractive as grout, are
suddenly the object of your affec
tions. Don’t worry, most of us have
fallen prey to the evilness of envy.
For your own good, though, you

should try to grab a hold of your
emotional reigns again. You and
your male friend obviously had
something very close and these
friendships usually survive
through rougher waters than this.
Be supportive and maybe enthusi
astic. This will become second na
ture again, trust me. Besides, if his
relationship fizzles, he’ll run right
into your arms for comfort (even
friendly friars have ulterior mo
tives). And if this is the “real thing”
for your friend, at least you’ll be
guaranteed a spot in the wedding
party!!!
Smile Sistafriend!
Friendly Friar

-Proverb
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[Hey guys, thanks forj
a great year — you
j know who you are. I [
wish you all the
best of luck, no
I matter how far you |
I
travel.
|
I
I

Christmas
in April
by Brian Kenney '99
Features Writer
As a student, it isn’t often that I
am able to drop my books and pick
up a hammer or a paint brush. My
hands which were calloused from
this past summers manual labor
have now become used to the easy
life of turning pages of books. This
past Saturday, however, I was able
to pull out my best Steve Thomas

SOME CUSSES ARE HARD
OTHERS ARE SIMPLY
HARD TO GET INTO.
Tired of getting shut out of the classes
you need? Here’s some great news.
The University of Rhode Island is
offering hundreds of courses in a
wide range of programs and majors.
Chances are. we have the class you need.
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and Norm Abrams impressions
when I worked on a house in need
of repair. A group of friends and I
went down to do prep work on a
house that had been selected as one
of the “Christmas in April” sites
for Providence College. The house
is on Berkshire Avenue, and on this
weekend we gave new life to some
worn out walls and ceilings.
The amazing thing about par
ticipating in an organization like
“Christmas in April” is that you
work hard all day, and you have
fun doing it. 1 will admit that it
was a little disheartening to see the
condition of the house. Years of
neglect put the house in desperate
need of a major face lift. The only
thing you can do is keep plugging
at it. Little by little the house gets
to where it needs to be and when
you finish the job, the feeling is
inexplicable.
The inside of the house was
very dark, but on Saturday, my

friends and 1 spread a little light
with a couple cans of paint. A little
paint made a big difference to the
look of the rooms, but a world of a
difference to the people that live
there. We spent a day doing work
that made an immediate impact on
ourselves and the homeowners.
The family is now able to enjoy a
cleaner, brighter home. Their
gratitude meant more to me than
anything I could have fixed in the
house for them.
I am happy to say that this ex
perience will not be limited to just
me. This coming weekend over
thirty people are going to join me
to finish the face lift that we had
set out to do last weekend. In fact,
some twenty-eight sites will be
fixed up this weekend by various
organizations involved with
“Christmas in April.”
Editor's Note: Due to editor illiteracy,
Brian's last article should have been
titled"Lenny's Worship."

The Denim
Warehouse
Levi Jeans $10
Guess, Gap, Girbuad, CK, Lizwear
$6
"Retro" Stuff to the 60's
Sweaters ... Coats ... Military
Used, Recycled, Reclaimed, Like
New
260 Pine St, Pawtucket, RI 02860
(401) 727 3200

SPORTS
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Rumble on the Greens
Fearless Golf Team fairs well at URI Invite, preps
for New Englands
by Mike Something '98
A •+ E Editor and Golf Guru

I told you it would all start to
come together.
After so-so showings at the
tit h ode Island Division I Champi
onships and the Yale Invitational,
the Providence College Golf team
is starting to improve — slowly but
surely.
Led by a one two punch of the
two Chrises (Chantre and Buteau)
PC squeaked by Holy Cross to fin
ish 5th of 16 teams at the URI In
vitational. Just days before, our fa
vorite golfers nailed a 2nd place
finish at the Big Five Champion
ships. The team was not available
for comment as they were travel
ing to the New England Division I
Championships. So instead of
hearing what the team actually
says, you have to listen to me (who
doesn’t proofread his own work,
sony Peter KARAKELAS.)

The URI Invitational was short
ened one day due to rain, but that
one day was good enough for
Chantre and Buteau, both who hit
personal bests for the season.
Chantre landed in 11th place and
led the team with a 76. Buteau was
right behind him with a 77. His
score may seem like a surprise,
seeing that his previous showings
had not been spectacular. So far
this season he shot three 84’s at
Pima, the RI Division I Champi
onships, and the Big Five Cham
pionships and shot a dismal 88 at
the Yale Invitational. The streak
was broken at Green Valley Coun
try Club where he lopped 7 strokes
off his previous best of 84 and fin
ished tied for 18th. Quite an im
provement, and just what Coach
Joe Prisco was looking for.
Sophomore Rob Brennan con
tinued his solid play, firing a 78
for the third round in a row. He
woke up on the back nine by shoot

Due to a technical error, freak storm, flash flood
ing, earthquake or two, swarm of locusts, and the
sports staff unwisely entering a land war in Asia,
Peter Karakelas' last name was left out of last
week's issue. We regret the error, and have de
cided to dedicate this issue to Mr. Karakelas, and
will strive to use the word Karakelas as much as
possible in future issues. Thank you.

ing a 36 after a dismal 42 on the
front nine. His 78 at the Big Five
Championships was
good enough for 3rd
place, but with a larger
field at the URI Invite
he landed in a tie for
25th.
Rounding out the
scoring for the Friars
was Brian Lavoie (80)
and Rich Diehard (85).
The team finished in
5th place, behind win
ner UConn, runner up
URI, Bryant finished
3rd and Central Conn
St finished 4th. PC fin
ished five strokes be
hind Central and only
one stroke in front of
Holy Cross.
These results show
the ups and downs that
not only PC is facing,
for even their oppo
nents are having rollercoaster sea
sons in this spring-delayed year. A
look at the results at the Big Five
Championships displays the rocky
ride. The Big Five was held at
Ellington Ridge Country Club in
Connecticut. PC finished 2nd out
of 5 teams, two of which finished
in front of PC at the URI Invite.
UConn finished fourth, with their
leader Greg Metro shooting a 77.
But Metro had burned his way to

a 69 at the URI Invite. Metro must
have hung out with Brennan over

chances at improving before the
season comes to an end. The New
England Division I Champion

If the team plays
consistently and every
one turns it up a notch,
they could wreak havoc
on the golfing
community.
the break, as Brennan’s 78 was also
subordinate to what he would
shoot at URI. Brennan 78, how
ever, still led the Friars.
Overall the team finished close
together, as only six strokes sepa
rated their top finisher and their
last. After Brennan, Chantre ended
with a 81, Lavoie and Diehard both
had 83’s, and Buteau rounded out
the scoring with an 84.
The team gets two more

ships are going on as this is print
ing. And May 2-3, the Friars close
out the season with a trip to West
Point for some good old fashioned
military golf at the West Point In
vitational. If the team plays con
sistently and everyone turns it up
a notch, they could wreak havoc
on the golfing community. Let’s
get ready to rumble. (I bet you that
has never been used in a golfing
context)

To our
fearless, (yet
MIA) Sports
Editor, good
job this year.

IWCGAN N

cologne.,^

by Danielle
Casillo '98
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Strange Days
Inconsistent Season for PC Softball
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Track
Teams
Arrive at Penn
continued from page 26

Junior Erin Quaglia has been a bright spot for the softball squad this year.
by Frank Mills
Asst. Sports Editor

It's a strange situation.
The Lady Friars softball team, 1023 overall, is a tough team to put
a finger on, at best. Hosting Seton
Hall earlier this week in a doubleheader, they romped in the first
game 12-0, they lost the second
game 2-1. On Tuesday they trav
eled to URI, losing the first game
10-1, the second 2-0. Is this the
earmark of a consistent team? No,
it isn’t.
They Lady Friars have a habit
of getting off on the wrong foot
in double-headers. Freshman
Jamie Servidone commented, “A
lot of times I feel we’re not ready

to play. Sometimes we don’t come
out as focused as we should be.” In
two double-headers against
UCONN last week, two weeks ago
at Brown, and this week’s series
against URI, this has been the case.
The Lady Friars suffered blowout
first games only to regroup and
make the second game close.
Servidone continued, “ When
we’ve struggled in the first game,
we’ve come out in the second and
showed them how we can play.
If you’re confused you’re not
alone. Last week after her team ral
lied against UCONN late in the
game Coach Fagnant said,
Sometimes I don’t know what s
wrong with this team. Despite our
youth we’ve played well at times,
but other times we
don’t.”
If you’re just glanc
ing through this article
let me reiterate some
thing. This team that
appears to be strug
gling, beat Seton Hall
12-0. The game lasted
only five innings due
to the mercy rule. Is
this the same team?
“We’re a different
team at times, some
times I think we play
too timid. We need to
play to win,” com
mented Servidone.
The truth is, there’s
a lot of talent, albeit
young, on this team.
Servidone is just one
of the Freshman who
has contributed at the

"I honestly
believe that by
my junior year
we’ll have a
great shot at
being Big East
champions.”

to get the opportunity to run fast.
You just go out and do it.”
•
As far as Sunday’s meet at Brown,
the friars turned in some quality
performances. Most notable of the
efforts was Kevin Doyle’s 6-feet6 showing in the high jump which
earned him third. PC is not known
for it’s field events so Doyle was a
nice surprise.
Myers took top honors in the
800 with a clocking of 1:54.12.,
four seconds ahead of teammate
Larry Morrissey’s fourth place
time. Donnelly placed second in
the 1500 with a remarkable time
of 3:50. Junior McNamara was
just one second behind to earn
third place. Other notables in
cluded Rick Bush in the steeple
chase (3rd, 9:40), and John
O’Mara in the 5000 (3rd, 16:02).
On the women’s side, senior
Krissy Haake followed McMahon
in the 1500 with a second place
time of 4:36. Sophomore Sarah
Dupre won the 3000 with a 9:54
effort, one second ahead of second

the Raleigh (NC) Relays in 29:12.
He’ll be viewed as a top contender
at Penn.
Another Friar favorite is the
men’s 4x 1500. Treacy has five
experienced harriers to choose for
the team, including Donnelly, Paul
McNamara, Nick Kent, Steve
Myers, and speedster Gary Blair.
All are either juniors and seniors,
all have been to Penn before, so
Treacy is expecting a big race from
the contingent.
Treacy’s only fear is that the
team will get too fired up for Penn.
You see, there’s a cruelty to track,
since just over one week after the
Penn Relays the Big East champi
onships linger, followed by the
New England Championships and
the ECAC and IC4A’s, all within
the month of May. In other words,
the big meets begin coming in
droves.
“You really can’t forget that
you have the Big East just 10 days
later,” said Treacy. “You can come
off a big meet
like the Penn
Relays and
you can come
down a little
bit and be flat.
I just can’t al
low that to
happen. They
have a job to
do the week
after.”
Most imp o r t a n 11 y
though, this is
a meet that
these
kids
look forward
to for their en
tire careers.
You wonder,
what can the
nerves be like
for them on
the starting
line, lined up
with
the
nation’s best
Mike Donnelly '97
and hungriest
looking to push you right off the
place teammate Heather Couture.
line while 40,000 just happen to
Finally, Gladys Ganiel is back.
be looking on?
The sophomore has bounced back
“I wouldn’t say nervous, but
from a series of indoor track inju
definitely excited,” said Treacy.
ries and took top honors in the
That’s the way you want it to be.
5000 Sunday, crossing the line in
Because you know the races are
17:30
going to be fast and you’re going

plate. The sophomore class is
looking strong as well; Kara Shea
and Kristi Lyman have each
slapped in seven RBI’s. Don’t for
get about Maureen Moore, who
was the only Freshman to play ev
ery game last year. Moore has
great speed on the basepaths, as
she showed last year breaking the
school’s stolen base record.
Junior Erin Quaglia, who has
been hindered by a torn rotator
cuff, has not taken her usual posi
tion as catcher. Quaglia instead
has stepped up at the plate, smack
ing 22 hits and driving in eight
runs.
The pitching staff is as hard to.
label as the rest of the team. Jun
ior Lauren Smith has recorded 38
K’s while freshman Heather
Nathan has struck out 26.
Servidone remarked on the
state of the season, “ This has been
a real learning season for us. We’re
getting better, we’re making great
progress with each game.”
Since this is such a young team,
a positive outlook is not hard to
The men’s lacrosse team suf
come by. The truth is, this young
fered an 11-10 loss at Holy Cross
team has loads of potential.
Wednesday afternoon. The loss
Servidone prophesized;
givds the Friars a 6-6 overall
“We’re very young but we have
record, having lost three of their
so much potential. I honestly be
last four games.
lieve that by my junior year we’ll
The loss comes off a 16-5 de
have a great shot at being Big East
feat to a powerhouse Mt. St.
champions.”
Mary’s squad. Wednesday’s loss
If you think this is just a pipe
is all the more bitter being that
dream think again. The PC roster
Holy Cross is one of PC’s weaker
is full of talented players who are
opponents.
well coached and ready to win.
“Wejust came out flat. They’re
Signs of the turn-around are appar
not
that good a squad but they
ent. This team is primed for great
came
out real fired up”, sophomore
ness. The question is “when? “.

LAX NOTES
Sean Gately commented.
After an impressive start, the
Friars have fallen on rough times.
After an impressive come-frombehind win against BC last week,
the Friars have fallen to St.
Joseph’s, Mt. St. Mary’s, and most
recently, Holy Cross.
When asked why the team was
slumping, Gately responded, “ We
have no idea what’s going on,
we’re still looking. We’re going to
work on it.”

-Sports Staff
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For the young
journalist,
it's like
playing foot
ball for the
Irish, per
forming at
Carnegie
Hall, or
winning the
academy
award. The
Sports Staff
is proud to
announce one
of its own
has been
accepted to
the Columbia
school of
Journalism.
Congrats
Pieter, Good
Luck.
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Welcome to
Penn
by John Carchedi '98
Asst. Sports Editor
As you read this Pulitzer-prize
worthy article, the Providence Col
lege men’s and women’s track
teams are performing in front of
tens of thousands of spectators.
Makes you feel kind of insignifi
cant, don’t it?
The kids are at the world fa
mous Penn Relays, competing
against the nation’s best. Now this
meet is important not just because
of the prestige behind it, but it also
allows the Friars to see where they
stand compared to rest of the elite.
“It is a huge meet,” explained
Head Coach Ray Treacy, whose
competed and coached at the event
for nearly two decades. “They
don’t get to compete in front of 3040,000 people very often. It’s ex
citing for them.
“I hope that the weather is good
and allows them to run fast,” the
coach continued. It is a great op
portunity to run the fast times and
qualify for the NCAA’s.”
The Friars will be led by Marie
McMahon and Mike Donnelly,
both of whom stand excellent

never woke up. This spring, the
chances of winning their respec
kid from Somerset, MA qualified
tive
5000-meter
contests.
McMahon
has been on
a tear since
bouncing
back from
an indoor
track injury.
The
Ennistymon,
Ireland na
tive has had
three races
this spring,
all of which
were run in
NCAA
qualifying
time. Her
latest flight
was
last
Sunday in
the 1500 of
the Brown
Invita
tional.
Marie McMahon '97
McMahon
took top honors with a time of for nationals in his first race, run
ning the 5000 three weeks ago at
4:24.
Meanwhile, Donnelly had a
continued on page 25
dream cross country campaign and

CLASSIFIED
Need a little cash till the
end of the semester?

The off Campus Book
store is looking for a few
enterprising students to
help acquire textbook
information for next
semester
401-861-6270

GOV'T FORECLOSED
homes from pennies
on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo's REO's. Your
Area. Toll Free 1-800218-900 Ext H 9856 for
current listings.

Apartment for Rent!

Body Builders'athletes:

Get the best nutricional
supplements at the lowest
rices—AST, Sportpharma,
let-Rx, Champion. Sale

R

Vyopro, DHEA, Creatine,
Vanadyl!

Call 1-800-948-4843 for a
free catalog. That's 1-800948 HUGE
Extra Cash Quick

Cash for your textbooks
anytime at the Off Cam
pus Bookstore. Positive
ID required.
Tanning

College Special!!!
Tan for $3 before 3pm
with college ID
New sun capsule tanning
booths!

Spectrum Tanning
Located at the corner of
Branch and Charles
861-6723
460 Branch Ave
Providence RI

*2-3 &4 bedrooms*
**fully furnished**
**washer and dryers**
*New and updated kitchens
and baths*
*high efficient heating
systems*
*outside security lighting**
**ample parking**
110-112 Eaton Street
353-5108

Drivers Needed
for Mobile Menu
11:00 am-2:00pm
Must own vehicle and have
insurance and license.
272-3463

Apartment For Rent
Pembroke Ave near P.C. 3
large bedrooms, new
kitchen, appliances, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher.
New gas baseboard heat,
and gas hot water, new
bathrooms. Secure area
with lighted parking, Call
274-7763
$750 per month
SEIZED CARS from $175
Porsches, Cadillacs,
chevys, BMWs, Corvettes.
Also Jeeps, 4wd's Your
Area Toll Free 1 -800-2189000 Ext A for current
listings

Drivers Wanted

Connecticut and
Westchester only. College
students, retirees, anyone
to sell Good Humor Ice
Cream from our vending
trucks. Work outdoors
this summer. Be your
own boss. Routes avail
able in your area. Earn
$750-$950 weekly. Male
or female. Apply now for
routes that start this
spring and summer. Call
Monday-Saturday, 9am3pm only (203) 366-2641
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PJK Says Goodbye
by Pieter J. Ketelaar '97
Sports Writer

As I prepare to depart this bas
tion of knowledge that is Provi
dence College, where for the last
three and a half years I have en
deavored to better myself both as
a student and as a person, I have
come to the conclusion that the
best way to sum up my time here
is to say my thank you’s and be on
my way.
As a member of The Cowl for
virtually my entire college career,
sans the first two weeks of my
freshman year and the time I spent
at American University in Wash
ington, D.C. last semester in pur
suit of journalism, I have come to
go as she goes. When she’s up,
I’m up. When one John Carchedi
so elegantly chronicled the Track
team that captured Providence
College’s first ever national cham
pionship, I felt her pride. When
she’s down, I’m down. When she
took the heat for the placement of
an advertisement that refuted the
holocaust, I felt her pain. They say
that former Los Angeles Dodger
manager bleeds Dodger blue. Cut
my skin and I am confident that
ink, the very life-blood of The
Cowl, will spill from my veins.
I am, in the end, a writer. That’s
all that I have been and ever will
be. In covering and writing about
sports for the past few years I’ve
seen plenty. I would write you an

article solely focused on all that
I’ve seen in my years here but there
is not enough paper to capture my
words. I would
tell you about all
the athletes I’ve
watched com
pete in the unfor
giving eye of the
modern day fan
but there’s not a
keyboard that
could take that
type of punish
ment. I want to
thank the athletes
of Providence
College and their
competitors
throughout the
Big East, EC AC,
and other respective conferences
for letting me watch. It’s been a
great ride.
While my ride here is coming
to an end, my journey has just be
gun. I consider myself a success
in what I’ve set out to do here.
Writing for a newspaper has al
ways been my dream. The Cowl
made that possible. Three weeks
ago I was informed that I had been
accepted to the Graduate School
of Journalism at Columbia Univer
sity, so I can say with some certi
tude that my hard work has not
been in vain.
There are many people that I’d
like to thank. First and foremost,
I would like to thank The Cowl.

She took me and made me one of
her own. My fellow staffers ac
cepted me and I thrived on their

hundreds of athletes that re
sponded to my questions civily and
returned my calls, obviously out of
some real obliga
tion to both The
Cowl and the stu
dent body. On
the flipside, I’d
like to thank the
athletes
that
whined about
coverage, blew
off repeated con
tacts,
and
avoided ques
tions. You’re
professionalism
and commitment
to the media is
duly noted.
To the
coaches who took the time to talk
to me and give me some input on
or off the record, I thank you. To
Coach Peter Gillen, who has a
nasty habit of promising inter
views and then canceling, thank
you. Regardless of the fact that 1
am neither paid for my contribu
tion to The Cowl or published na
tionally, I am still a professional
journalist and feel I deserve the
consideration and respect that
comes along with the responsibil
ity of reporting the news. It’s no
wonder the Providence College
men’s basketball team has not been
ranked in the Associated Press Top
25 regular season poll in eight
years. Reputations have a way of

I am, in the end, a
writer. That’s all
that I have been
and ever will be.
presence. I will always be grate
ful. This paper will shortly come
under the care of a new staff. To
them and their posterity I wish ever
bit of success in the future. I know
that they will continue to cherish
the ideals that I have and pass on
what they have learned.
I’d like to thank the good
people of the Sports Information
Department, namely Tim Connor,
Heide McGuigan, Arthur Parks,
Dan Booth, Todd McKeating, and
the many nameless faces who as
sisted this sports writer in doing his
job with everything from slats,
quotes, useful information, and
advice.
I’d like to acknowledge the

preceding you. For Athletic direc
tor John Marinatto some free ad
vice: If you want to become next
Lou Lamirillo, don’t force coaches
like Bob Foley, who was without
a doubt the finest coach I wit
nessed in my time here, go because
of “philosophical differences.”
I’d also like to express a heart
felt thanks to everyone who ever
told me, for one reason or another,
that I couldn’t achieve my dreams.
Your doubts about my abilities and
resolve only strengthened my de
sire to want to do better.
And finally on a personal note,
I’d like to thank my mother and
father for all that they’ve done for
me, the person they’ve helped me
to become, the way they’ve taught
me to look at the world. They are
my heroes. Of course, I would not
be the writer, the student, or the
person that I am if it were not for
the caring, supportive influence of
my girlfriend, Karen. For four
years she has been my encourage
ment and my strength. If I may
paraphrase the fictional boxing
champion Rocky Balboa, “Yo
Karen, I did it!” I’d like to thank
my three roommates: Michael
Packard, Paul Moloney, and Jeff
Black. To Michael, for being my
friend when I thought I had no
body, for Paul, who reached out to
me in friendship when he did not
know me, and for Jeff, a poet who
will always have the ability to
make me smile.

Tennis Teams Impress
at Big East
continued from page 28
pulled out straight set victories.
WOMEN HOUND HOYAS
The women’s squad performed
well, garnering an eighth place fin
ish overall. “The girls were in a
strange situation,” LaBranche
says. “They could’ve gone 1 -3 and
finished eighth, or 3-1 and finished
ninth.”
That “strange” scenario devel
oped because of the eighth seeded
Friars’ first round match-up with
#9 Georgetown. IfPC knocked off
Georgetown, they would have to
face top ranked Notre Dame, while
Georgetown would be relegated to
the losers’ bracket and face infe
rior competition. And that’s just
what happened: the Friars de
feated Georgetown, but that meant
the competition got tougher and
tougher.
The Hoy as gained the upper
hand early in Thursday’s match,
sweeping the Friars out of the
doubles competition. That meant
PC must win four of six in the
singles, and Jessie LeMasters,
Claire Curry, and Christina Mar
tin responded with straight set tri
umphs in the #1, #3, and #4 posi
tions. When #2 Monica Martinez
and #5 Kim Bergin lost, however,
the burden fell on senior captain

Chris Wolken '99
Christy Judge in the sixth spot.
Judge had lost the first set 3-6, but
she battled back to clinch the
match with consecutive 6-3, 7-5
victories.

That put.PC in the
winners’ bracket, and
the Friars then lost
three straight to Notre
Dame, Seton Hall, and
Syracuse. But Coach
LaBranche is proud of
his team. “We didn’t
go down there to go 31,” he says, “we went
down to finish as high
as possible. The com
petition after the first
day just got difficult.
That doesn’t diminish
the first day win.”
THE
FUTURE
LOOKS BRIGHT
The future of Provi
dence tennis promises
to build upon the Friars’ success
ful past. On the men’s side,
LaBranche returns his top four
singles players. The Williams
brothers are an established 1-2

HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
2-6 BEDROOMS
WASHER/DRYER
SECURITY SYSTEMS
STOVES, REFRIDGERATORS, DISHWASHERS

LOCATIONS ON PEMBROKE, EATON, AND OAK
LAND AVENUES
Call 247-2129

punch at the top of the order, and
Vivar would probably be the #1
man on most squads in New En
gland. Wolken has come into his
own this year after playing in the
#6 slot as a freshman.
Though the Friars will miss
O’Neil and Weber, whose leader
ship and steady play were a huge
part of PC’s 18-6 (17-4 Spring)
season, Coach LaBranche seems
excited about his recruiting class.

Right now it looks as if the Friars
will sign three or four top flight
players.
For the women, two of the top
eight are leaving as Judge is gradu
ating and Curry is transferring to
Texas. The Friars’nucleus is solid,
however, and they will likely build
upon this year’s 14-9 (8-7 Spring)
mark.

APARTMENTS
-—
------------------- \
Pembroke Avenue
3 Large Bedrooms
V-..... ................................................ z
New Kitchen: New Cabinets, Stove,
Refridgerator and Dishwasher
New Gas Baseboard Heating
& Hot Water
New Bathrooms
<

Secure Area with Lighted Parking
$ 750 per month
Call 274-7763
.....................
-.....
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"It's Starting to Get Fun"
Friar Baseball Hammers BC,
Keeps Tourney Hopes Alive
by Kim Galipeau '00
Sports Writer
Sometimes when it seems like
your goals are just slipping out of
reach, you need to search inside
yourself and fight for what you
want — hence, the PC baseball
team.
As the season begins to come
to a close, the Friars have come
quite close to seeing their spot in
the BIG EAST Championship van
ish right before their eyes.
After numerous rough games
since starting their conference
competition, the Friars have gone
4-for-5 this week, taking two of
three games from UConn and beat
ing Holy Cross and Boston Col
lege. These wins have moved PC
back into contention for post-sea
son play.
“It’s starting to get fun,” said
Coach Charlie Hickey. “Every
game seems to get a little more im
portant.”
What at one time was a three
game losing streak, has now be
come a four game winning streak.

“I’m very proud of the seniors,”
admits Hickey. “They’ve led us
back.”
Senior Andy Byron was defi
nitely leading the team this
Wednesday as PC pulled off the
win versus the BC Eagles. Byron,
pitching a complete game and im
proving to a winning record of 54, struck out two and gave up only
two earned runs.
The Friars started the game off
the right way as they pulled away
with a 4-1 lead after the second
inning. Scoring the first run of the
game on a sacrifice fly was sec
ond baseman Scott Palmieri. A
double by freshman Coley
O’Donnell knocked in sophomore
Angelo Ciminiello making the
score 2-0.
The second inning brought in
two more runs as third baseman
Paul Costello had an RBI single
scoring senior Corey Bike, and
moving freshman Julian Bracali to
second. Palmieri then bunted, ad
vancing the runners to second and
third. Bracali crossed the plate

Angelo Ciminiello was on a tear this week at the plate and in the field.

continued on page 23

Miami Nice
PC Tennis Impresses
at Big East
“That sent a message to Rut
gers,” LaBranche says. “That
Sports Writer
we’re not just relying on our #1,
The Providence tennis teams #2, and #3.” Providence’s #2
traveled to Miami last weekend for Jamie Williams and #3 Felipe
the Big East Championships and Vivar still came through, though,
more than held their own against as Williams won his match 6-2,6the best the conference had to of 3 and Vivar captured his 6-3, 6-3.
fer. The men’s squad played some Since the Friars had already swept
of its best tennis of the year and the doubles competition, the match
ended up third. And the women was stopped and the Friars’ other
turned heads, ending up eighth in three men did not complete their
what was their highest finish since matches.
the conference expanded several
Unfin
years ago.
ished indiMEN: ‘'THE SUCCESS STORY v i d u a 1
CONTINUES
matches
The men’s club went 2-1 at the are com
eleven team tournament. The Fri mon at the
ars knocked off Georgetown in Big East
Friday’s first round, bowed out to Champion
eventual champ Miami in ships, in
Saturday’s second round, and then contrast to
out-battled Rutgers in Sunday’s regular
season
third place consolation match.
Coach Carl LaBranche calls his play where
team’s 4-0 triumph over Rutgers all six indi“The best tennis we’ve played all v i d u a 1
year.” LaBranche says that he matches go
wasn’t sure how his team would the
dis
respond that Sunday morning, con tance even
sidering they were coming off if it will not
Saturday’s deflating loss to Miami. effect the
“It was a difficult match to get up outcome.
Unfortu
for,” he concedes.
One player who more than got nately, the
up for the match was sophomore unplayed
Chris Wolken. Wolken, playing tennis at the Big East can raise the
out of the #4 slot, defeated an op big “what if’ questions. Take the
ponent (6-3, 6-4) who had beaten example of PC’s ace, Dylan Will
him twice during the regular sea iams. In the Friars second round
showdown with Miami, Williams
son.

by Gladys Ganiel '99

drew Michael Russell, the nation’s
third ranked singles player and the
Rolex national indoor champion.
Williams was beating him 5-4 and
serving for set in the first set when
Vivar, Wolken, and John O’Neil
were defeated and the match was
called. So what if Williams could
have finished his match? Was it
an upset in the making? Those
questions will never be answered
but Russell went on to capture the
tourney MVP as the second seeded
Hurricanes
upended #1
Notre Dame
for the con
ference title.
Friday’s
4-0 victory
over
Georgetown
was closer
than
the
score indi
cated. The
doubles
teams of J.
Williams/
Vivar and
D.
Willi a m s
Wolken
gave PC an
early edge,
but Vivar,
Wolken, and
O’Neil fell behind in their singles
matches. Before those three could
finish, however, D. Williams, J.
Williams, and #5 John Weber

continued on page 27

The
Competitor
by Joe Valenzano '00
Sports Writer

Competition, we all know what
it feels like. It’s that burning sen
sation throughout your body, that
feeling of excitement before the
first moment of play. It’s the pride
of knowing that you have won, and
the sense of urgency to play again
when you lose. To a competitor
there are no ‘good losses’, but
there are ‘bad wins’. The competi
tor is never satisfied with himself
until the game is finished and he
is victorious. The competitor has
that one quality that cannot be
measured by any statistic, or analy
sis, heart.
The Providence College Friar
baseball team is blessed to have
one such competitor. Jim O’Brien,
a senior left hander from Oxford,
Massachusetts is that fierce war
rior. A highly touted recruit out of
high school, O’Brien chose Provi
dence at the last minute. He was
ready to commit to baseball pow
erhouse, the Southern Maine,
when former PC coach Paul
Kostacoupalous came to see him
play. He convinced him to come
to PC for a visit, and the rest was
history.
During his sophomore season
in a game against Seton Hall,
O’Brien’s life would change. It
was in the sixth inning, with PC
leading 6-0, when he threw a
curveball that caused a searing
pain in his shoulder and arm.
“What happened is a mystery,”
explained O’Brien. “It’s like I
have demons in my arm, and I have
to fight them every time I go out
and throw.”

The official description of
O’Brien’s problem, as given by
baseball athletic trainer John Rock,
is that he has Chronic Rotator Cuff
Tendanitis that has failed to im
prove over the past two years. In
fact, it has gotten progressively
worse.
An injury such as this sidelines
just about every player, often end
ing their career, but O’ Brien would
have none of that. For the past two
seasons he has pitched through this
problem, becoming a mainstay on
the staff. This is the trademark of
a true competitor.
Despite his arm troubles, he
also has a competitive fire inside
him that is without compare. Be
ing a pitcher this shows ever time
that he steps on the mound, “As a
pitcher, if my team scores one run,
it’s my job to make sure that the
other team scores none.”
It is apparent that when he
pitches, there is an aura of confi
dence around him, one that sends
the message of ‘I’m going to beat
that batter no matter what.’ For
not only does O’Brien have talent,
but he is an intimidating force on
the mound. O’ Brien is known to
stand on the mound and yell at the
opposing batter. His stare is so
commanding and full of anger, that
hitters lose their confidence before
even one pitch has been thrown to
them. Intimidation, especially
from O’Brien, is so powerful a
force that it can make players
bench themselves from the sheer
fear of getting in to the batter’s box
and facing him.
Most players find the desire to

continued on page 23

